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The concept of risk is well understood in relation to health & safety.
But for surveying, people tend to focus on accuracy and precision.
Nevertheless, there are technical and commercial hazards in
surveying and they come with expensive risks for clients.
The guide is in two parts: Managing Survey Projects and
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surveying for academic courses. Younger readers will find all of
the essential techniques presented together with current
technology and its applications.
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Editorial

No light matter for GPS users

A

What happens
across the Atlantic
has an uncanny
knack of affecting us
too.

The editor welcomes your
comments and editorial
contributions by e-mail:
editor@pvpubs.demon.co.uk
or by post:
Geomatics World
PV Publications Ltd
2B North Road
Stevenage
Herts SG1 4AT
United Kingdom

s you will learn from this issue there is a
threat to the quality of GPS signals in
the US. But this time it is not from the
military wanting to degrade signal strength
(never forget that GPS was built and paid for
by the US Department of Defense, sic). This
time it comes from a commercial company
with very big plans.
Since President Clinton removed selective
availability from the system over a decade ago,
GPS has become ubiquitous not just for surveying
and GIS but for navigation, farming, logistics
tracking, civil aviation, meteorology, emergency
services and many other applications. It is rightly
called by some “The fifth utility”. A recent study
in the US has shown that 3.3 million jobs rely on
GPS in industrys worth $96 billion.
The threat comes from a start-up company
intent on building a network of wi-fi hotspots
across the US (and Canada too eventually)
using frequencies very close to those used by
the GPS satellites. To understand what this
could mean you need to remember that
looking for a GPS signal has been likened to
searching from Earth for a lighted match on
the Moon. The signals are very weak and only
useful because of some very clever filtering.
Although the company, LightSquared, has
been granted a provisional licence to use
these wavebands by the Federal
Communications Commission they have to
prove their plans will not cause “widespread”
interference with GPS. Now here comes the
rub. Instead of following its normal procedure
of enquiry and consultation, the FCC gave
LightSquared a waiver provided they
demonstrated their plans wouldn’t interfere
with GPS. So far they’ve failed to do this to
the satisfaction of all GPS users and the
debate has turned accrimonious with
accusations flying back and forth. The GPS
players say LightSquared is selective in its
technical arguments and the only solution is
for them to move to another frequency band;
LightSquared says the receiver manufacturers
can easily mitigate interference by filtering
(but with filters not yet fitted or proven).
The FCC, possibly fearing a massive law suit
if they have to force LightSquared to switch to a
less crowded part of the radio spectrum, has

come in for some tough critiscism from the GPS
industry. “Effectively, the FCC is directing that a
quiet-spectrum neighborhood be re-zoned for
concert rock bands at the threshold of pain. It is
being suggested that its current neighbors
should simply add more insulation and footthick windows to their houses.” So says
Bradford Parkinson, Emeritus Professor Stanford
University. Our technical editor Richard Groom
unravels how this imbroglio has arisen and how
it’s playing out to date, see page 10.
Meanwhile, we have some great articles
this issue including Ian Anderson and Neil
Pollock who are convinced high dynamic
range photography is poised to create far
more realistic imagery from scanning; and two
Japanese colleagues describe a system for
monitoring seafloor movements that combine
GPS and acoustic techniques. Read on.
Finally, do go to the link below and take
our 2-minute Questionnaire on GW. Just enter
RICS or IIS number at the top and we’ll email
you a form for a free subscription to GW for a
colleague, friend or business associate.

Stephen Booth, Editor

TEN YEARS AGO: from GW Sept/Oct 2001
Welcoming what was the first edition of GW after
the introduction of ‘Geomatics’ in the title, James
Kavanagh (then faculty manager) pleaded against
the ‘balkanisation’ of the profession and for
members to grasp the fluidity of the term geomatics
so that they make it whatever they want it to be.
An article by Professor John Fryer highlighted
the opportunities for surveyors working in
archaeology. Robert Fowler wrote on the threat
to privacy posed by GIS linked to data miners and
system manipulators. Iain Greenway reported
from the FIG working week in Korea and concerns
amongst its member organisations over the RICS
establishment of overseas offices and potential
competition. Meanwhile, a sign of rising buoyancy
in the UK economy was reflected in nearly five
pages of recruitment advertising.

Calling all RICS and IIS members
Help us improve GW by telling us what you think by completing our 2-minute
questionnaire. . . and win a year’s subscription to GW for a friend, colleague or
business partner.
Go to http://www.pvpubs.com/QSignOn.php?inpSurveyId=6 or go to
PVPublications home page, www.pvpubs.com
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Crossrail opts for Topcon

Topcon Europe Positioning is supplying monitoring instruments to
Crossrail contractors BBMV for use on the C510 contract –
construction of the Liverpool Street and Whitechapel Station
platform tunnels. ESS Safeforce placed the order for 105 MS05AX
0.5” total stations following the award of the C510 contract to
ESS customer, Morgan Sindall, part of the BBMV partnership.
Crossrail will run 118 km from Maidenhead and Heathrow in the
west, through new twin-bore 21 km tunnels under central London
to Shenfield and Abbey Wood in the east.
‘The build quality, performance and especially the reliability,
[of the total stations] is extremely impressive,’ says Alastair
Cruickshank, engineering survey manager at Morgan Sindall. ‘The
instrument always locks on to the correct prism whilst monitoring
the buildings and tunnels of London; this is important as there
are often several prisms in the field of view of the instrument
particularly in the challenging linear tunnel environments. Above:
left to right – Ian Stilgoe, European Geomatics Business Manager at Topcon
Europe Positioning; Alastair Cruckshank, Engineering Survey Manager at
Morgan Sindall; Gary Ridsdale, Survey Products Business Development
Manager at ESS Safeforce; and Ewout Korpershoek, Managing Director at
Topcon Europe Positioning.

Public property goes public
UK local authorities and
other public bodies should
publish asset lists that will
help to identify billions of
pounds of potential savings
and protect frontline services,
CLG Secretary Eric Pickles
announced. A demo map

(http://www.communities.gov.
uk/news/newsroom/1960942)
already locates over 180,000
assets owned by some 600
public sector bodies,
including central government
and 87 councils.
Already results from 11
council led pilot projects

Laser mapping assesses quake damage
A vehicle-based laser mapping system is being used to assess the
damage caused by the Japanese earthquake on 11th March. The
StreetMapper system, operated by Asia Air Survey, has been used
to capture highly detailed 3D survey data to assess the structural
damage caused by the quake and tsunami, as well as the effects
of soil liquefaction in the disaster hit area.
Shuhei Hatake, general manager of Asia Air Survey’s geospatial
product centre recently reported that they had captured 100
kilometres of survey data, using the system, along the roadways
of Sendai – the largest city in the To-hoku region. They are
currently processing the data in order to quantify structural
damage suffered, measuring water levels attained by the tsunami
evident from stains left of structures and debris elevations.
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(known as capital and assets
pathfinders) found that on
average 20 per cent savings
could be made by
rationalising public assets or
co-locating local services
based on customer needs.
And a recent independent
report found local
government and the public
sector could save up to £7bn
a year in operational costs
through better property
management. Annual
running costs top £25bn and
the backlog of maintenance
repairs has been estimated to
be around £40bn.
Welcoming the move,
RICS Land Group Director
James Kavanagh says, ‘They
say that a picture tells a
thousand words but a good
map (or online spatial
representation of data in this
case) can tell millions. Indeed,
the latest efforts by the
coalition government to open
public access to data
highlights the extensive
nature of publically owned
property and resources in
England & Wales and is a first
view of what might be on
offer when other UK
government open data
initiatives come online over
the next couple of years.’ The
opportunities for efficient
property asset management
are obvious and RICS
Planning & Development PG
is currently finalising a new
output on ‘Disposal of public
sector assets’.
‘Surveyors love data – lots
of it – the more the better’
adds Kavanagh, ‘and RICS

will reflect this view during
its responses to these
ongoing consultations. Issues
of consistency, currency and
licensing are foremost in our
initial thoughts. This is an
area where geo-technology
and political policy really
operate in tandem and Open
Data, in this instance, cannot
be dissembled from the
‘Localism’ and planning
agendas. In many ways open
data and its geovisualisation, through the
provision of easy-to-use
online mapping applications,
will be a major driver behind
several important
government policy initiatives.
It is important to
remember that there is a
difference between
‘transparency’ and Open
Access in this instance and
our rights as citizens to access
all manner of official data
should not be confused with
the commercial exploitation
of that data by third parties.
Consistency and reliability
remain central to the success
of any open data initiative.
RICS has been particularly
involved in recent discussions
on Land Registry data and
maintains a stance, along
with other stakeholders, that
the integrity of LR information
must be maintained.
Consultations on Open
Data and the Public Data
Corporation’s (PDC) policy
are now live and explore
questions on key aspects of
data policy – charging,
licensing and regulation of
public sector information.

NEWS

CONTRACTS & PROJECTS
GDMS delivered to OS
A consortium led by
Intergraph and including
1Spatial and Snowflake
Software has delivered the
Geospatial Data Management
System (GDMS) for Ordnance
Survey Great Britain. To
satisfy OS’s operational
needs, the system had to
meet challenging and
exacting requirements for
both performance and
process control. Most
significantly, the system will
ensure consistency between
OS products and will enable
it to develop new ones to
address both the current and
future business needs of the
organisation. Bob Goodrich,
OS director of information
services said: ‘Ordnance
Survey continually pushes the
barriers of technology, and
the GDMS has been another
fantastic example of this. By
taking best-of-breed
technologies from a number
of suppliers, and combining
them with Ordnance Survey’s
deep knowledge and
experience of our data, this
solution is providing us with
a sturdy and effective
platform for the future. This
will give us the capability to
support more flexible and
rapid development of new
and enhanced products,
enable us to increase
efficiencies in our production
processes, and reduce cost
risks associated with an aging
IT infrastructure.’

Taking a stand in
Nuremberg
RICS Geomatics will again
be taking a stand at Europe’s
annual Intergeo exhibition.
Land Group director James
Kavanagh will be there with
other colleagues so if you’re
planning a visit do drop by
the Institution’s stand.
Dates to note are 27-29
September and the venue
is Nuremberg, Germany.
The event regularly attracts
over 15,000 visitors from
across the world to visit
over 400 stands.

eBIM arrives for surveyors
An initiative that brings
together architects,
technologists, surveyors and
laser scanning experts uses
Autodesk’s Revit and the
Faro Focus scanner. eBIM
(Existing Building
Information Modelling)
focuses on the growing
demand from architects and
contractors for accurate
surveys of existing buildings
and infrastructure in a BIM
(Building Information
Management) or Revit
format. The first survey
company to adopt the eBIM
approach is Digital Surveys.
MD Ben Bennett explains:
“We’ve been carrying out
laser surveys for over three
years and the equipment
has been continually
evolving. The Focus 3D is
light and portable, making
fast digital documentation
of large structures as easy as
taking photos. The speed of
the Focus means that site
time is dramatically reduced
and its small footprint
makes a one-man scanning
operation possible.”

Verifying as-built plans
Confirming the accuracy of
as-built plans for recently
buried fibre optic, gas and
electric lines can be more
efficient with the aid of the
Ashtech ProMark 500 GNSS
receiver and EdiPocket GIS
software module. SIEA, a
French association that
manages energy,
communication, electricity
and gas networks, has been
using this method and
expects it to improve
contractor performance. The
plans are downloaded into
the EdiPocket software on
the ProMark rover’s field
terminal. An “accuracy
verification” function enables
the operator to survey and
record the position of the
buried line at verification
points as the operator
follows the covered trench.
The positions are saved in a
shapefile then transferred to
an Excel file, which makes
the verification calculation

Nigeria’s EO satellites adds to DMC

Two satellites launched on 17 August in sun-synchronous orbit will
significantly boost African capabilities for natural resource management, as well as aid disaster relief through the DMC (Disaster
Monitoring Constellation). Built by Surrey Satellite Technologies Ltd
(SSTL), NigeriaSat-2 and NigeriaSat-X satellites are advanced Earth
observation satellites that will provide Nigeria with high-resolution
(2.5-metres) images and the ability to enhance food security
through monthly crop monitoring, assist with burgeoning urban
planning demands and, through the development of engineering
skills, advance the growth of new technologies in Nigeria.
The launch of the two satellites adds a third 22m imager to
the seven-satellite constellation coordinated by DMCii. The latest
generation of satellites doubles the number of pixels per hectare
and improves the image quality over the current 32m
constellation, providing reliable continuity of 650km wide
imagery for customer applications. Under a three-year training
and development programme, 26 Nigerian engineers have
worked alongside SSTL engineers in Guildford, assembling the
accompanying 100kg NigeriaSat-X. After completion of the
commissioning phase, the Nigerian engineers will control both
satellites from their ground station in Abuja.
Image Source: www.sstl.co.uk/news-and-events?story=1871

and gives the result
“accepted” or “rejected” for
the as-built plan.

Scanning for the Police
Police forces from across the
UK gathered in Loughborough
recently to see the latest
developments in 3D laserscanning technology for crime
scene and collision
investigation. Organised by 3D
Laser Mapping, the one-day
event attracted representatives
from 12 police forces to hear
an introduction to the
technology, an overview of
recent developments in
support of collision
investigation and the chance
to get hands-on with
equipment already in use with
one of the country’s largest
Road Death Investigation
Units. The move follows the

recent announcement by
Roads Minister Mike
Penning of a £3 million
fund for police forces to
purchase laser scanning
technology.

Calculating the safe zone
A laser scanning system has
been used to improve safety
of iron ore extraction in
South Africa. The scanner
forms part of a waste
spreader positioning system
(WSPS) to ensure the safety
of machine operators by
calculating a safe zone of
operation on the mine heap
and monitoring the activities
of the waste spreader within
this defined zone. The Riegl
LMS-Z210ii, supplied by 3D
Laser Mapping, is mounted
on a semi mobile platform
from where it monitors the
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expanding waste heap. The
3D scans are then
transferred, via a wireless
local area network, to a
central server and used to
calculate a safe boundary
around the top of the waste
heap. A GPS receiver
mounted on the waste
spreader determines the
position of the machine in
relation to the predetermined safe zone.

A Churchill Travelling
Fellowship for you?
The Winston Churchill
Memorial Trust sends over
100 people each year, from
all walks of life and every
corner of the UK, on an
overseas travel sabbatical.
The Trust awards travel
grants to men and women
to enable them to acquire
knowledge and experience
abroad for the benefit of
others in their profession
and community in the UK.
In the process they gain a
better understanding of the
lives and cultures of people
overseas and, on their
return, their expertise is
enhanced greatly, as is their
effectiveness at work and
their contribution to the
community. More details at
www.wcmt.org.uk.

BRIEFS
Survey equipment thefts
continue. MSA Ltd has had a
Leica HDS6000 scanner,
charger box kit and a total
station stolen from a car on
site. Serial numbers to note in
case you are offered any of
this kit are HDS (No 651) and
the total station (No 251301).
Any news please report to
MSA Ltd 020 8770 3390.
3D Mine Surveying International
Ltd (3D MSI) has won the 2011
Leica Geosystems HDS (High
Definition Surveying) innovation
award at the recent UK HDS User
Symposium. The company won via
a public vote for its project to
survey a number of declines under
construction at the AngloGold
Ashanti’s (AGA) Mponeng Mine in
South Africa.
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Survey Solutions Scotland, a
supplier of Trimble and Faro laser
scanners, has joined the Pointools
partner programme in the UK.
Sony Pictures Imageworks
(SPI), the visual effects and
animation company, have
successfully utilised SpheronVR’s high dynamic range (HDR)
camera technology in many of
its film effects production
pipelines. The SpheroCam HDR
can automatically capture
360º spherical images in a
single scan. With 26 f-stops of
exposure and clarity of up to
50 mega-pixels, it provides the
optimum image quality for 3D
image rendering.
SCCS has increased its hire fleet
offering with a substantial puchase
in the latest TPS and GNSS
technology, including the new
Leica TS15i, to update and replace
instruments on its hire fleet. The
purchase includes a mix of Leica
mid to high-end technology,
comprising levels, lasers, dual
grade lasers, pipe lasers, FlexLine,
GPS GS08, the latest GNSS
NetRover and the new Leica Viva
TS15i imaging total station. Paul
MacArthur, Group Managing
Director SCCS comments, "We are
absolutely delighted to be in a
position to make another substantial
investment to our hire fleet thus
continuing our ongoing commitment
to Leica Geosystems' products. This
investment consolidates SCCS'
comprehensive Hire Fleet position for
the UK market. We appreciate this is
only possible with the support of our
many loyal customers, who have
allowed us to grow and develop our
business and continue to improve
the service and support from SCCS".
UK rental equipment supplier
Speedy Services has upgraded
its hire fleet of Leica
instruments with a substantial
investment, which includes
several hundred Leica FlexLine
TS06 power total stations
growing the fleet holding of
this product to 450 units, the
largest in the UK and Ireland.
Also included in the purchase
were Leica Geosystems robotic
total stations and GNSS
SmartRovers with Leica
SmartWorx Viva software.
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Events Calendar 2011
• SEMINARS • CONFERENCES • EXHIBITIONS • COURSES
We welcome advance details of events likely to be of
interest to the Geomatics community. Please send details to:
e d i t o r @ p v p u b s. d e m o n . c o. u k
The Remote Sensing and
Photogrammetry Society
Annual Conference 2011
13-15 September, Bournemouth,
UK. Contact: www.rspsoc.org

One Scotland: Gazetteer Best
Practice Day
29 September, Council Chambers,
Stirling Council FK8 2ET, UK.
Contact: www.aligned-assets.co.uk

UAV-g 2011 – Unmanned
Aerial Vehicle in Geomatics
14-16 September, Zurich,
Switzerland. Contact:
www.geometh.ethz.ch/uav_g/

myWorld Roadshow 2011
Starting 4 October – multiple
dates & venues.
Contact: Email, myworldroadshow
@leica-geosystems.com or
www.myworldroadshow.co.uk

AGI GeoCommunity '11:
Placing Ourselves in the New
Economy
20-22 September,
East Midlands Conference Centre,
Nottingham, UK. Contact:
www.agi.org.uk/geocommunity/

Information Day: National
Address Gazetteer - All you
need to know
6 October, Hammersmith Town
Hall, London, UK.
Contact: www.aligned-assets.co.uk

INGEO 2011
– 5th International Conference
on Engineering Surveying
22-24 September, Brijuni, Croatia.
Contact: http://web.svf.stuba.sk/kat/
GDE/Ingeo2011/Ingeo.html

Intergraph UK 2011 User
Conference
12-13 October, Intergraph
Technology Centre, Swindon, UK.
Contact: www.intergraph.com/global
/uk/2011sgi.aspx

Intergeo 2011
27-29 September, Nuremberg,
Germany. Contact: www.intergeo.de

SPAR Europe 2011
8-9 November, World Forum,
The Hague, The Netherlands.
Contact: www.spar-eu.com

GDI APAC: Geospatial Defence
& Intelligence Asia Pacific
27-30 September,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
Contact:
www.geospatialdefenceasia.com

European LiDAR Mapping
Forum 2011
29-30 November, Salzburg,
Austria.
Contact: www.lidarmap.org/ELMF/

For more events, visit our online calendar at
w w w. p v p u b s . c o m

PEOPLE
Expanding operations
3D Laser Mapping has
appointed Adriaan Oeschger
as key account manager.
With over 20 years of
surveying experience,
Oeschger has worked in the
mining industry and joins the
company from Geosystems
Africa. He will join the
existing team in South Africa,
providing support and
development for key
accounts across the region.

Managing geomatics
sales
Stephen Cooper has been
appointed by Topcon Great
Britain as geomatics sales
manager for the UK. Cooper
has been involved in the
survey industry for eighteen
years, working in several
management positions, and
has a BSc (Hons) in mapping
information science.
Previously, he was the
regional sales manager for
Survey Technology and ESS
Safeforce from 2008.

Chair

No summer down-time for Geomatics
PG Board

W
The Geomatics
Professional Group
Board has been busy
over the summer
period with revised
guidelines on GNSS
for offshore users,
new routes to
membership and the
need for
membership
consultation on the
freeing up of public
sector information.
PG Chair Stuart
Edwards explains.

hen following the news, the summer
months can comprise many ‘slow
news days’. It is therefore very
gratifying to report then that for the
Geomatics PG Board the summer has seen no
let-up in activity.

New guidelines for GNSS positioning in
the oil & gas industry
First published in 1994, the early summer saw
the publication of revised guidelines for the
use of GNSS positioning in the oil and gas
industry. The original guidelines have
undergone extensive review and update led by
the International Association of Oil and Gas
Producers (OGP) and the International Marine
Contractors Association (IMCA), together with
representatives from the marine survey
industry and input from our very own
Mapping and Positioning Practice Panel. It is
particularly pleasing to report that extensive
use was made of our PG Board produced RICS
Guidelines for the use of GNSS surveying and
mapping, 2nd edition (2010). Though titled
for use in GNSS surveying and positioningrelated activities for the oil and gas industry,
this document should also prove a very useful
reference for positioning related operations in
the service of renewable energy, telecommunications and engineering projects both
offshore and onshore. Copies of Guidelines for
GNSS Positioning in the Oil and Gas Industry
can be downloaded free from
http://www.ogp.org.uk/pubs/373-19.pdf

Ladder from AssocRICS to MRICS

Stuart Edwards welcomes
your comments and
thoughts so please email
on the following address
geochair.rics@gmail.com.

Following the successful launch in June 2011
of two new AssocRICS routes to membership,
i.e. the Hydrographic and Land and
Engineering Surveying (L&ES) routes, I have
received a number of enquiries from APC
trainees who wish to qualify as AssocRICS
while pursuing full MRICS accreditation. This
raises the somewhat tricky question of exactly
what requirements an APC trainee would
need to fulfil in order to go forward for final
assessment once the AssocRICS qualification
had been achieved. Whilst I cannot answer
this question currently I can assure readers
that I am maintaining pressure on RICS
education and training to ensure the situation
is reviewed such that no individual is unfairly
advantaged or disadvantaged by achieving
AssocRICS status. In the coming months,
policy and guidance will be developed on the
options available for graduates of an RICS
accredited degree who wish to achieve the
AssocRICS qualification before final MRICS
assessment.

Professional Experience Route (PER)
Staying with the topic of routes to membership
and further to my previous column, I’m pleased
to report that on 13th July 2011, the
Membership Board approved the standards and
guidance for the Professional Experience Route
(PER). Some of the very fine details are still to
be reviewed and possibly adjusted in the light
of experience from the PER pilots but the full
product is scheduled to be launched in October
2011. In the meantime, anyone reading this
who wishes to know more about this new
route to full membership please do not hesitate
to contact me or James Kavanagh directly.

RICS seeks member consultation – get
involved!
The vast majority of public sector information
needed by the property sector, be it planner,
developer, agent, freeholder or leaseholder is tied
to location. The information required includes
basic statistics (from Office of National Statistics);
base mapping (from Ordnance Survey); local
development plans/frameworks (from local
authorities) as well as raw data or value added
information from private sector surveyors, aerial
or satellite images, health & education
authorities, etc. The recent release of public
sector asset information by the Department for
Communities and Local Government serves to
remind us of the importance and value of
viewing vast amounts of open data through
geographical based applications and further
highlights the underpinning role of Geomatics to
the prosperity of UK plc.
RICS is currently seeking member views on
open data and other technology issues
including:
• Cloud computing in commercial property
• Data Policy for a Public Data Corporation
• Geospatial information and the property
industry
• Making open data real
I would encourage you to express your views on
these far-reaching data initiatives at:
https://consultations.rics.org/consult.ti/opendata/
consultationHome by 20 October 2011. Your
participation will not only help shape future
policy on public sector data but may well just
increase your knowledge on what technology
related output is available from RICS. . . it did
mine!
On that note I will close, wishing you an
excellent summer and prosperous autumn.
As ever I welcome your comments and
thoughts so please email on the following
address (geochair.rics@gmail.com).
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GPS interference

LightSquared threatens spectrum for
GPS users in US
In an intriguing
study our technical
editor unravels the
story behind a
serious threat to GPS
users in the US by a
corporate giant that’s
using every trick in
the book. Just
remember the old
adage, ‘when
America sneezes
Europe catches a
cold’. So what’s the
problem? Richard
Groom investigates
for GW.

If LightSquared’s plans go
ahead it won’t just be
surveyors who will be
affected.
Image courtesy of Topcon
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ightSquared, a start-up company with
huge resources, has declared that it will
bring superfast 4G LTE broadband services
to every house in the US. Through a previous
company, Skyterra, it gained the right to use
the band of frequencies just below the GPS L
band for satellite communications and has
since been offering a satellite communications
service. Then, on 26th January 2011, the
company declared that it wanted to build
40,000 terrestrial transmitters to complement
its satellite service.
Unfortunately LightSquared’s attractive plan
has one major drawback. The output from the
terrestrial stations, which is many times more
powerful than those from satellites, clearly
poses a risk of interfering with the GPS signals
in the neighbouring frequency band, causing
degradation of the GPS infrastructure. But
despite this, the US Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) did not follow its own rules
by requiring LightSquared to request the
spectrum to be reallocated for terrestrial mobile
purposes - a process that would have taken an
enquiry and months of consultation - but gave
the company a special waiver permitting it to
use the spectrum, on condition that it
demonstrated that its system would not cause
unacceptable interference with the GPS
infrastructure. For this purpose, a working
group was set up, comprising interested parties,
including survey equipment manufacturers.
The ‘conditional waiver’ set alarm bells
ringing throughout the US GPS community,
which then set up a campaign group to counter
LightSquared’s proposals. www.saveourgps.org
has seventy corporate members who have been
busy lobbying for GPS users.
On April 27th 2011, Senator Grassley,
Ranking Member of the Senate Judiciary
Committee, sent a letter to the FCC asking
searching questions
surrounding the
circumstances
leading up to its
granting of the
‘special waiver’. He
raised concerns
over the FCC’s
agreement to an
‘accelerated
timetable’, given
the importance of
the GPS
infrastructure and
because Phillip
Falcone, a major
stakeholder in
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LightSquared, is under investigation by the
Securities and Exchange Commission into an
alleged $113 million improper transaction,
which came to light in November 2010, shortly
before the FCC gave notice of LightSquared’s
dramatically accelerated timetable. In Grassley’s
words, “If anything, this investigation should
have led the FCC to proceed with caution
rather than step on the gas.”
In his reply to the senator dated 31st May
2011, Julius Genachowski, chairman of the FCC
largely sidestepped the senator’s criticism by
stating that the GPS industry was well aware
of LightSquared’s proposals and participated in
the FCC’s regulatory proceedings from July
2009 and that in August 2009 the US GPS
Council had even filed a joint letter with
Skyterra (LightSquared’s predecessor) agreeing
that the GPS interference issues had been
resolved. The question of interference was
only raised again in March 2010. The GPS
users’ response to this is that far fewer
terrestrial transmitters were involved in the
original proposals.
Genachowski states in his letter that “I
remain focused on ensuring that the
Commission takes full advantage of the
incredible economic opportunities that
underutilized spectrum presents.” He also
assured the GPS industry that: “the
Commission will not permit LightSquared to
begin commercial service without first resolving
the Commission’s concerns about potential
widespread harmful interference to GPS
devices.” If the devil were ever in the detail, it
would surely be in the word “widespread”,
which leaves the door open to compromise
should only a few users be harmed.

Working Group’s damning report
The working group was due to present its
findings on 15th June, but LightSquared
successfully negotiated a delay until 30th
June. The study looked at the effects on
aviation, cellular devices, general location and
navigation, high precision timing and
networks and space-based receivers.
For LightSquared, the results seem
devastating. The aviation group reported that
“GPS-based operations are expected to be
unavailable over entire regions of the country
at any normal operational aircraft altitude”.
Alarmingly, for the general location and
navigation group (sub-team) the report notes
that “There were significant areas... where
LightSquared and the sub-team could not
reach agreement.” In these cases each side
put forward their viewpoints. The GPS industry

GPS interference
concluded that LightSquared’s deployment
plan; “will result in widespread harmful
interference to GPS signals and service and
that mitigation is not possible” and that the
only option is to move LightSquared to
another frequency band. Meanwhile,
LightSquared argued that the interference can
be mitigated using filters. However, there are
no filters actually in existence and so they
could not be tested by the working group.
Irreconcilable opposing views also featured
in the report of the high precision timing and
network group whilst in the space-based group,
NASA concluded that mitigation of interference
would be necessary for space-based receivers
and for high precision receivers used for
scientific purposes. They were not however able
to investigate mitigation options adequately in
the time available.
Throughout, LightSquared’s view concentrated
on mitigation without considering a change of
frequency.

LightSquared’s proposed “solution”
In detail LightSquared’s proposal uses two
bands of frequencies within the Mobile
Satellite Service (MSS) band - the upper and
lower bands. The MSS upper band is closer to
the GPS L band, and therefore a greater threat
to more GPS users.
On June 20th - days before the report was
published - LightSquared unilaterally issued a
press release stating that they had decided to
confine their service to the lower MSS band
where interference issues affect only “a limited
number of high precision GPS receivers”. This
group includes all users of GPS survey equipment.
Countering LightSquared’s new proposal,
Saveourgps points out that most of the work
carried out by the working group
concentrated on the upper MSS band.
Interference effects from the lower MSS band
were not properly evaluated but Saveourgps
believes that it will affect high precision
equipment severely. LightSquared’s new
solution does not rule out use of the upper
MSS frequency band. Far from it. The upper
MSS band will just be used later in the
development process rather than earlier. New
equipment would have to be fitted with filters
(if they are proved to work) whilst legacy
equipment would simply suffer interference,
or stop working.

How does this affect the rest of the world?
GPS World reported that Heinz Zourek, the
head of the European Commission’s
Directorate General for Enterprise and Industry
has written to FAA chairman Genachowski to
voice concerns that LightSquared will interfere
with Galileo signals and quotes the results of
tests by the European Space Agency which
show that LightSquared’s signals will interfere
with Galileo within 1000m of any of the
40,000 ground stations in the LightSquared
network. Zourek acknowledges the right of

the US to use its spectrum as it wishes within
the US but points out that Article 4 of the ITU
Constitution and the Radio Regulations,
“makes it clear that ITU Member States are
expected not to cause harmful interference to
systems of another country that operate in
accordance with the Radio Regulations.”
Elsewhere concerns have been raised about
the effect on SBAS systems such as WAAS and
Japan’s QZSS, which has tracking stations in the
US. If Japanese tracking stations are affected,
what about GPS tracking stations and what
about the continuously operating receivers that
form the backbone of network GPS and IGS?
GW emailed Ofcom to find out what the
situation is in the UK. They replied:
“Outside the USA the 1.5/1.6 GHz MSS band
is fragmented and shared between several
satellite operators, none of which have any
immediate plans to deploy Complementary
Ground Component (CGC) [the terrestrial
component of such a system]. The only bands
where CGC is currently allowed in the UK and
Europe is in the 2 GHz MSS band, where the
European Commission assigned two distinct
large blocks of spectrum to two different
satellite operators who wish to deploy CGC.
As CGC comes under the MSS satellite
umbrella, in order for a new CGC regime to be
put into place in the UK for the 1.5/1.6 GHz
MSS bands, studies would need to be
performed at the CEPT, and possibly also at
the ITU to determine if the technology is
compatible with existing users and
technologies in both the MSS (with land, aero
and maritime services) and in the adjacent
frequency allocations (e.g. GNSS). As a
consequence, this approach would be necessary
before the use of this band could be
considered for approval at a national UK level”

This response actually serves to illuminate the
flaw in the FCC’s logic. The MSS band is
intended for mobile satellite services but it is
the ground component that dominates
LightSquared’s proposal and causes the
interference. On the face of it, LightSquared
appears to be using the MSS frequency band
beyond its intended purpose, but read any of
the information from LightSquared and the
impression you receive is that this is a billion
dollar juggernaut without brakes. So far as
Phillip Falcone is concerned he has bought the
spectrum and now he is going to use it come what may. This is rather like buying a
house on an estate and then blasting the
neighbourhood with loud music.
The FCC stresses the requirement for
LightSquared to ensure it does not interfere
with other users, but does it really have the
power or inclination to force LightSquared to
move to a more suitable frequency, or will the
high precision GPS infrastructure be sacrificed
in an unsatisfactory compromise? Watch this
space, literally.
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LightSquared
unilaterally issued
a press release
stating that they
had decided to
confine their
service to the
lower MSS band
where interference
issues affect only
“a limited number
of high precision
GPS receivers”.
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You can read more
about this issue on
our website at:
www.pvpubs.com
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Undercurrents

Solving the debt crisis, sustainability
and Parapros. . . what?
By Malcolm Draper

The daily e-mail
brings in a flood of
interesting
anecdotes and
homespun truths
for solving the
world’s ills. We are
also delighted to
bring you. . .
Paraprosdokians.

T

he autumn has arrived and with it the
Royal Geographical Society’s programme
of evening lectures. But before the first
one the editor and I dropped into the RGS’s
headquarters in Kensington for a look at a
rather interesting exhibition of photographs.
Princess Alice, Countess of Athlone was at
Ascot one day in 1936 when she found herself
seated beside Crown Prince Saud, of Saudi
Arabia. The Prince invited her to visit his
country, something no western woman had
done at that time (this was just when the first
oil was discovered).
She visited during February and March1938
with her husband, the Earl and took many
photographs with her then state-of-the-art
Leica 35mm camera. The exhibition, which
was loaned by the Saudis, records many
scenes from the visit. Although the party
travelled by car from Jeddah to Riyadh and
onwards to the Persian Gulf, there were no
proper roads at that time so plenty of extra
hands joined the party to manhandle the
vehicles out of the inevitable sand dunes.
Amazingly nearly everyone in the pics seemed
dressed for a chilly day at Ascot! These events
and many others are recorded when Saudi
Arabia was barely emerging as a country and
long before the massive development of
modern times.

Paraprosdokians

Got a tale to tell?
Please send letters for
publication by e-mail
to the Editor: editor@
pvpubs.demon.co.uk
or contact
Undercurrents, in
strictest confidence if
you wish (we promise
to change names,
places, etc to
protect the guilty!),
via e-mail:
rentamalc@aol.com
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Although I couldn’t find this word in my trusty
Concise Oxford Dictionary (and I don’t think it’s a
breed of dog), the online Wikipedia gives the
definition of this odd word as “a figure of
speech in which the latter part of a sentence
or phrase is surprising or unexpected in a way
that causes the reader or listener to reframe or
reinterpret the first part. It is frequently used
for humorous or dramatic effect, sometimes
producing an anticlimax.” A neat example is
“Where there’s a will, I want to be in it.” OK, so
now enjoy!

A clear conscience is the sign of a fuzzy memory.
I asked God for a bike, but I know God doesn’t
work that way. So I stole a bike and asked for
forgiveness.
There’s a fine line between cuddling and holding
someone down so they can’t get away.
There are more that we’ll save for another day.

US Debt
Someone sent me this amusing email recently.
It runs like this: in the US, Congress sets a
federal budget every year. The sums are in
trillions of dollars which I always struggle to
comprehend but here goes.
• Income: $2,170,000,000,000
• Federal budget: $3,820,000,000,000
• New debt: $ 1,650,000,000,000
• National debt: $14,271,000,000,000
• Recent budget cut: $ 38,500,000,000
(about 1 percent of the budget)
To help us think about these numbers in easier
terms let’s remove the last eight zeros from
these numbers and pretend this is the
household budget of the Jones family.
• Total annual income for the Jones family:
$21,700
• Amount of money the Jones family spent:
$38,200
• Amount of new debt added to the credit card:
$16,500
• Outstanding balance on the credit card:
$142,710
• Amount cut from the budget:
$385

To steal ideas from one person is plagiarism. To
steal from many is research.

So in effect last month Congress, or in this
example the Jones family, sat down at the
kitchen table and agreed to cut $385 from its
annual budget. What family would cut $385 of
spending in order to solve $16,500 in deficit
spending? Okay, it’s a start, but hardly a solution.
Now after years of this, the Jones family has
$142,710 of debt on its credit card. Perhaps they
need to file for bankruptcy or at least cut their
credit card in two and stop borrowing.

If I agreed with you, we’d both be wrong.

Martyn Iffland

Behind every successful man is his woman.
Behind the fall of a successful man is usually
another woman.

I was delighted to receive an email from
Martyn Iffland recently. Martyn was my first
boss when I worked at Storys and a great
surveyor he was too. He writes: “Having one
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Undercurrents
‘replaced’ knee and now needing the second
one to be operated on, I do not get about as
much as I would like. I do miss the ‘buzz’ of
the Survey Association, and the many friends
meeting up at the excellent Exhibitions laid on
by your Association and others, but of course
technology has passed me by, having been
retired fourteen years. If you have the
opportunity of passing on my e-mail address
to any ‘old hands’ I would love to hear what
they have been up to in recent times.” You
are welcome to drop Martyn a line at: martynbrenda@ntlworld.com

Safety
at work

Old lady and her Packard
And whilst we’re on the subject of what older
people can do take a visit to
http://www.nytimes.com/ and search for
“Margaret Dunning”. This lady from Plymouth,
Michigan is 100 years old and still drives a 81year old Packard she bought in 1949. She also
changes the plugs and oil.There’s hope for us all!
We all get irritated by our ‘health & safety’ culture in Britain but how about
these gems? They would all give an H&SE inspector apoplexy.

Sustainability
Readers who know me know that I am a tad
sceptical about a word that always seems to be
on everyone’s lips whenever a new
development or construction is proposed. I was
therefore very pleased that the editor drew my
attention to the following from Simon Jenkins
(in The Guardian of all newspapers!): “The
word sustainable should never appear in an act
of parliament. It is a weasel word, an adjective
not qualifying a noun but lightly dusting it with
vague political approval. Sustainability is the
sort of Blairism that gave us downsizing for
sacking and humanitarian intervention for war.
The only sustainable meadow is a meadow.
Sustainable development is a contradiction in
terms. It means development.” I could also add
quantitive easing without collateral.

Letters

All you need to know
We do seem to make life ever more
complicated, don’t we. Someone sent me the
following succinct analysis of how government
bureaucracy works.
Pythagoras’ theorem:
24 words
The Lord’s Prayer:
66 words
Archimedes’ Principle:
67 words
The Ten Commandments:
179 words
Gettysburg address:
286 words
US Declaration of Independence: 1,300 words
US Constitution with all 27 Amendments:
7,818 words
EU regulations on sale of cabbages:
26,911 words

The Editor welcomes letters from readers on relevant topics. Please
endeavour to keep them brief and to the point. We reserve the right
to edit for clarity and brevity. email: editor@pvpubs.demon.co.uk

From Adrian Halliwell.
I was interested to read the editorial on the “G” word and its various
derivations in the July/August edition of Geomatics World. It reinforced
my opinion that most of the advocates for its use are based in
academia and similar organisations and do not represent the majority
of “working” Land Surveyors who use the variety of skills of this
profession to actually earn a living. This would seem to be supported
by what you acknowledge was a distinct lack of interest or support
from the RICS membership for the change of division name from Land
& Hydrographic Survey. An example perhaps of the difference between
those who do and those who teach (or administer).
If as you suggest, students are genuinely put off entering our
profession by the “dull sounding “Land Surveying course”” then there
would seem to be something fundamentally wrong with either the
research that they have undertaken prior to choosing a career path,
the content of the courses being provided or the industry that they are
training to enter. There must surely be something more significantly
wrong than can be corrected by a simple rebranding, even if you
decide to make up a new and supposedly interesting sounding title for

what we do in the process.
With regard to the comment about The Survey Association, in
September 2009, TSA undertook a poll of its members asking three
questions, what do you describe your job as, what term do you use to
promote your business, what would you like to be known as; the results
were 91%, 88% and 77% for Surveyor and 0%, 0%, and 4% in favour
of Geomatics. A resounding rejection of the use of the “G” word from
experienced professional surveyors in the UK. This outcome indicates to
me that it is not TSA which is out of touch with what practitioners
within this industry want as the designation for what they do.
In conclusion I would suggest that if by now the “G” word is still
not accepted and widely used after the years of attempting to foist it
upon us Land Surveyors, by a small number of high profile
organisations and individuals within our profession, then perhaps
rather than looking to waste even more time and money attempting to
“raise awareness of what Geomatics is”, those in favour of its
adoption should do the honourable thing and bow to the verdict of
the (mostly silent) majority, graciously accept defeat and find more
productive ways to support our industry in these difficult times.
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conference report

Hexagon 2011: where dreams of integrated
technologies came true
By Adam P. Spring

On October 28th
2010 Hexagon AB
completed its
acquisition of
software giant
Intergraph for
$2.125 billion
dollars. The
implications of this
acquisition in terms
of technology and
user integration was
unknown territory.
This remained the
case until June 6th 9th, 2011, when the
first annual
Hexagon Conference
took place in
Orlando, Florida.
Adam Spring
takes up the story
for GW.

A

cquisition and integration of
technologies is a business model
Hexagon has continued to persue with
great success. Even before the purchase of
Intergraph this could be seen within the 11
companies already operating as part of the
Hexagon family; a family that currently
consists of a 12,000 plus strong network of
employees in 43 countries. An impressive
record for a Swedish firm that ten years ago
switched gears from food products like tuna
and other basic consumer provisions to highprecision measurement systems.

Integrated communities
Hexagon 2011 was a place where a highly
skilled user community of 2500 customers
came together for the first time. Framed
within the luxurious backdrop of the largest
Marriott Hotel in the world, attendees were
pampered within a complex containing a 1million gallon capacity swimming pool, PGA
standard golf course and 2007 rooms. All of
which were designed to pay graceful homage
to the 1920s Art Deco movement.
The change of location for users and
service providers from one sunshine state to
another was painless and unnoticeable (the
HDS User Conference had previously been held
in San Ramon, California). A more detailed look
at Leica's HDS branch of the conference
follows below.

Information and Action
In his opening presentation Ola Rollén, president
and CEO of Hexagon AB, was keen to point out
the integration and use of technologies in
everyday life, as well as the two key concepts of
action and information. These two basic ideas
are at the centre of all aspects of the new
Hexagon community and were reiterated by its
four presidents of division operations - John K.

Ola Rollén
explains the
Hexagon
advantage.
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Graham (Intergraph Security, Government &
Infrastructure), Juergen Dold (Hexagon
Geosystems), Norbert Hanke (Hexagon
Metrology) and Gerhard Sallinger (Intergraph
Process, Power & Marine). The combination of
"actionable information" was Rollén's driving
force for macro and micro measurement in the
international market for which Hexagon caters.
A market whose population will have increased,
in accordance with trends given throughout the
presentation, by a predicted 2.5bn to 2013.

Keynote the musical
Though corporate observational comedy act
"The Water Coolers" provided entertainment
after the keynote, Rollén and his band were
entertainment enough. In Florida it was clear
he was very much the Brian Wilson to his very
own Beach Boys. This was reinforced in his
observations about precision measurement
technologies: 'in the pop industry you are only
as good as your current hit record. The micro
and macro scale measurement market is no
different'. The scale and high octane feel of
the event definitely gave off good vibrations.

From wizarding to technological wizardry
The unification of Hexagon and Intergraph
under one banner has been solidified with a
new logo. This signified not so much a reimagining or reboot but an update, bringing
everything in line with the times. Integration of
technologies under this new corporate banner
represented an intermingling of departments
and ideas - a process very apparent at the
Technology Expo and in presentations, such as
ERDAS's Joel Campbell et al's "Leveraging the
Information Cloud in Dynamic GIS".
Campbell's team symbolised a taste of
things to come with much of the content
presented spreading across all branches of
Hexagon. Through the development of their

conference report
Dynamic GIS system things have started to
move closer towards a spatial information
system proper - an environment where the
potential of 3D material and spatial data can
be fully realised. Part of this realisation for Joel
and his team is the utilisation of all sensors
within Hexagon's impressive arsenal. Or as he
put it 'breaking down the (corporate) walls
that have built up over the last 40 years'.
Indeed, in what is clearly now an
information age it is software like Dynamic GIS
that will benefit from the newly reconstituted
Hexagon, along with a now integrated user
community. On ground level this was evident
from cross talk where rectification of data
captured through motion video explotation
(ISG&I) was discussed in the same breath as
Leica Geosystem's products like the newly
released 3D Disto and updated Viva TPS
imaging features. It was clear the seeds of
multi-sensor application and collaboration had
started to germinate and spread.

Technology Expo

The Water Coolers
provided corporate
observational
comedy.

is looking to attract potential customers that
have not purchased a scanner previously due to
the cost associated with 3D scanning. Activated
via key code, the ease at which the C5 can be
upgraded is seen as a clear advantage.

A new home for the HDS User Conference
In 2005 Leica hosted its first worldwide High
Definition Survey User Group conference. Up
to 2010 this event was housed in the San
Ramon Marriott Hotel, California, and evolved
into a full on user conference before its move

Much like 2010's, HDS User Conference the
Technology Expo was a place where current
vendors gave insight into the present as well of
things to come. The increased, obvious marriage
between passive and active capture systems was
made tangible by companies like Pictometry and
Skyline; while companies like BlueView and
Seafloor Systems demonstrated the parallels
between the bathymetric and geometric sectors.
Seaview is the underwater answer to laser
scanning and Seafloor Systems provide a sonarbased GPS-like solution.

Pictometry and Skyline
For Pictometry and Skyline, vision and
foresight was the force of attraction that
brought these two companies together. In
terms of capture, Pictometry's realisation that
oblique aerial imagery could be used to
metrically record entire landscapes (through
images captured at a rate of five images every
three seconds) fed perfectly into the
processing environment of SkylineGlobe Suite
- a software package whose development
took a change of direction from its use as a
gaming tool when its potential for working
with data in spherical space was recognised.
Even skies are not a limitation for products
derived from defined research agendas and
good ideas.

A scaleable Scanstation
Not to be outdone at their parent company's
event Leica debuted its own new technologies.
The keenly priced Scanstation C5 is in essence
a modified C10 with certain functionalities
switched off; the C5 follows the same
modular activation system used by its
operating system Cyclone. The ethos is that
just as a user's knowledge base increases so
too can the functionality of the equipment.
Much like Faro's Focus3D, the Scanstation C5

On the Tuesday evening childhood dreams came true when Universal Studios'
CityWalk and Islands of Adventure theme park was rented out for all attendees.
All pubs and clubs within the complex had an open bar policy that included an
all-you-can-eat food policy until 9:30 pm. This irresistible situation combined
with Marvel Comic's Hulk-themed roller coaster meant that, for some, Bruce
Banner was not the only person turning green by the end of the evening. Live
band karaoke also benefited from this setting, with social lubricant clearly
greasing the wheels for Hexagon's very own Pop Idols. Even the wizarding
world of Harry Potter got a look in at this part of the conference.
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(see GW Jan/Feb 2011 issue). The next phase
of its evolution was its incorporation into
Hexagon's first annual conference.
If anything this development is nothing new
to Leica's HDS brand. The dynamism of its
users, flexibility of application and rapidity of
technological change experienced since 1998 along with the bonhomie still present within its
user community - make it one of the most
likely heads of the Hexagon hydra to benefit
from the changes in what looks to be a
coming golden age for the company. It could
even be argued HDS is a leader and prophet of
things to come within Hexagon. The brand's
ability to accommodate for and adapt to
sudden change is a proven track record.

‘‘

. . . consistent
understanding of
scanning as a
media where art
and science meet
...

’’

Making History
The growth of the HDS brand (part of Hexagon
since 2005) has cemented Cyra Technologies
vision of the mid 1990s. For Ola Rollén, it is part
of a series of emerging markets that, in such
economically turbulent times, are stable growth
areas. In the context of a broader business
strategy such markets have helped forge a
corporate model based on integrated
technologies, particularly since the acquisition of
Intergraph and the rebranding of its annual user
gathering. For the HDS brand, an immediate
sign of this has been closer ties with ERDAS
through integration into their Dynamic GIS
system as well as with applications close to its
roots - the plant industry courtesy of IPP&M.
The man whose job as organiser did not
change with the move was Geoff Jacobs, vice
president HDS Strategic Marketing. Geoff's
commitment to overseeing what is essentially
his baby has been unshaken by a change of
venues. If anything his conductor-like attention
stepped up a notch, demonstrated by the
arrangement of an electronic light orchestra of
users and service providers. For Geoff, strong
quota-filling numbers and compelling
presentations spoke volumes about his product
market so shortly after the last conference in
October 2010. It was, as he put it, a reflection
of 'phenomenal sales figures including the US
for 2010. Something we very much, but not
totally, attribute to the great success and
tremendous popularity of the C10'. The
enthusiasm and passion beaming through Geoff

Does HDS stand
for Heavy Duty
Scanning?
A walking manpowered
approach to laser
scanning. . .
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was reflected in the Geosystems @ Hexagon
2011 keynote by president of Hexagon
Geosystems, Juergen Dold and president of
Hexagon Geosystems NAFTA, Ken Mooyman.

Making dreams a reality
As always, Dold's sense for an occasion and
feeling for an environment was razor sharp.
His sentiments not only echoed the insights
already given by Rollén and Jacobs but
extended and built on them. Given that the
move for this section of the conference had
been from California to Florida, he drew
inspiration from a man that already paved the
way for an internationally recognised
connection between the golden and sunshine
states: Walt Disney. For Dold, this natural
evolution for his division demonstrated that 'if
you can dream it you can do it'. In a keynote
that heralded a future of data mash-ups and
combined datasets, this dream for the HDS
brand's place within an ever growing multisensory jungle was clear. It was going to lead
by example and set trends, not follow them.

The HDS Sessions
Track sessions followed the established themes
of Building / BIM (formerly titled Architectural),
Forensics, Civil Infrastructure, Heritage, Plant, as
well as the general presentation route. A
balance of commercial and research projects
demonstrated the content of all sessions
revealing a consistency of progressive and
insightful applications. Giovanni D' Ambruoso,
Digitarca, Italy, and Erwin Christofori, Christofori
& Partners, Germany, dispelled misconceptions
that heritage applications are mainly
architectural. For D' Ambruoso, a clear background in photogrammetry gave a work flow
where meshing was used to map intricate
sculpted marble features. Whereas Christofori's
consistent understanding of scanning as a media
where art and science meet was a reminder of
his brilliance. Ing. Christian Hesse & Partners,
based in Hamburg, even gave their scanner legs.
Through understanding the mobile nature
of phase shift systems, Christian and his team
have devised a walking man-powered
approach to laser scanning. Using GNSS as
part of a stabilisation and benchmark-like
process for point cloud accuracy, they have
developed a portable scanning system capable
of real-time resection as the user walks with
the scanner. Flexible and relatively lightweight,
the success of their methodology was
highlighted by walk-through scans of the
Brandenburger Tor, Berlin.

Florida based applications
Applications closer to home ranged from the
scanning of Orlando's theme parks, the Florida
Everglades and an undisclosed airport by the
Palm Beach County Police Department for
event security. It was clear from his work at
Universal Studios and Walt Disney World
Resort, Jerry Rinnert of JMR Surveying LLC, had
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conference report
literally been living the dream. As if helping to
model and maintain the magic kingdom
through structural analysis of point cloud data
was not enough, Jerry also tackled and tamed
Orlando Studios Hulk ride project. Even the
dragons of the wizardy world of Harry Potter
did not escape the clutches of this St George
like figure of the HDS world.

JMR Surveying’s Jerry
Rinnert explains structural
analysis through a point
cloud in Disney World.

The Wizard of Leica's HDS Brand
Not to be outdone by users like Rinnert, Leica's
vice president of Systems Engineering, Greg
Walsh, also had a few tricks up his sleeve. His
presentation was entitled "How to Prove the
Accuracy of your Leica Geosystems Instrument
in Court". Its content and popularity was best
described by Steven Ramsey of Leica UK: 'I could
listen to him talk for hours'.
Originally employed by Cyra co-founder Jerry
Dimsdale to work on the HDS2500 scanner,
Walsh is as much a part of the fabric of the HDS
brand as he is brilliant. The attention to detail
for accuracy and the considered variables that
were outlined as part of the development of a
mid-range laser scanning system - from
calibration testing in California to product
scaling and production line practices in the
Swiss factory - was as much alchemy as it was
science. If ever there was a reason why the
emerging technology of HDS developed so
quickly, Walsh was definitely it.

Conclusion
Hexagon 2011 was the realisation and crowning
achievement of one man's vision: Ola Rollén.
From the seamless integration of Hexagon
employees and brand users into what was once
an Intergraph annual event, to the integration
of once separate corporate divisions of different
companies, it was clear the many heads of the
Hexagon hydra were legion. Though the tag line
of the conference was "building a smarter
world", in actuality it was the foundations of a
fully integrated technology company that was
on display for the world to see; a company
where information flow and development has
been channelled via a unifying and intuitive
corporate based model. We will continue to
watch this evolution with close interest.
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Seafloor geodetic observations using a combined
GPS / acoustic technique
By Mariko Sato and Masayuki Fujita

Mariko Sato and
Masayuki Fujita of
the Hydrographic
and Oceanographic
Department of the
Japan Coast Guard
describe their
ingenious system
for monitoring
seafloor movements
and the surprising
results revealed
following the recent
earthquake off the
east coast of Japan.

J

apan has historically suffered damage from
huge earthquakes, the focal regions of
which usually lie beneath the seafloor,
especially on the Pacific side. One such megathrust earthquake (Mw=9.0) took place off the
coast of northeastern Japan on 11 March
2011, resulting in catastrophic impact. In
order to approach the focal mechanism of
such earthquakes, it is essential to get
information on seafloor movements above the
focal region. From this viewpoint, we have
been developing a precise seafloor positioning
system using a GPS/acoustic combination
technique1 and carrying out observations on
the landward side along the major trenches in
the Pacific Ocean, such as the Japan Trench
and the Nankai Trough. Seafloor movements
thus detected are expected to provide valuable
information for detailed discussion to help
interpret inter-plate coupling and slip
distribution of the source fault.

The observation system

Figure 1: Schematic picture
of the seafloor geodetic
observation system.
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A schematic picture of the seafloor geodetic
observation system is shown in Figure 1. This
system consists of a seafloor unit with four
(sometimes three) acoustic mirror-type
transponders, which have been placed evenly
on the circumference of a circle whose
diameter is equal to the mean water depth in
the area, and an onboard unit with a GPS
antenna/receiver, an undersea acoustic
transducer and a dynamic motion sensor.
This system measures the ranges from the
on-board transducer to the seafloor acoustic
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transponders through round-trip acoustic travel
times, whilst simultaneously gathering kinematic
GPS data and attitude data of the vessel. The
acoustic ranging signal is a 10 kHz acoustic
wave, coded with a maximum length sequence
(M-sequence) with excellent autocorrelation
properties. The signals are transmitted and
received by the onboard transducer, and
recorded in digital form at a sampling frequency
of 200 kHz. Temperature and salinity of the
seawater are also measured with a CTD and
XBT measurement every few hours to get
acoustic velocity profiles, which are necessary to
transform acoustic travel time into range.

Overview of data analysis
The data analysis consists of the following three
processes. The first is kinematic GPS analysis to
determine the positions of the onboard GPS
antenna. Normally, kinematic GPS surveys use
baselines of length up to only a few kilometres
but, because the observation area is far offshore,
our positioning system requires analysis of
baselines that may be longer than 100
kilometres. The positions of the onboard GPS
antenna are determined relative to the terrestrial
GPS stations on the coast by using kinematic
GPS software which was specially designed to
eliminate errors appearing in the long-baseline
cases, caused by spatial inhomogeneity of the
ionosphere and the atmosphere.
The second process is acoustic wave analysis
to determine the round-trip travel time of an
acoustic signal between the onboard transducer
and the seafloor transponder. The travel times
of the acoustic signals transmitted and received
are identified from the maximum peak in crosscorrelograms between the original ranging
signal and the return signal.
The last process is the determination of the
positions of seafloor transponders by
combining the GPS and the acoustic
observations. We apply a linear inversion
method based on least squares. In this process,
attitude data of the vessel are used to
determine the coordinates of the onboard
transducer relative to those of the GPS antenna
at the moment of acoustic signal emission and
reception. In addition, acoustic velocity
structure in the seawater is used to transform
the travel time into the range. Considering the
required accuracy, the errors included in the
given acoustic velocity are usually significant
and one of the major error sources in this
technique. We therefore estimate the acoustic
velocity as a numerical parameter together with
the transponders' positions. The positions of

techtonic monitoring

Figure 2: Co-seismic
displacements at the seafloor
reference points, associated
with the 2011 Tohoku-oki
earthquake (red arrows). A
blue arrow shows the largest
co-seismic displacement
detected on land [4].

grouped transponders are finally averaged,
resulting in a virtual position of the seafloor
reference point. This method enables us to
attain a final precision of several centimetres.

Seafloor movements associated with the
2011 Tohoku-oki earthquake
Using our observation system, we are
successfully measuring seafloor movements at a
constant rate of several centimetres per year just
inside the trench caused by the subduction of
the outer oceanic plate2. Besides that, we have
also detected co-seismic movements when the
large earthquakes occurred close to our seafloor
reference points.
In the case of the recent mega-thrust 2011
Tohoku-oki earthquake the results were
dramatic3. In this region, five seafloor reference
points were installed between 2000 and 2004
(Fig. 2) with campaign observations carried out
three times a year on average. After the event,
we carried out observations and detected huge
co-seismic movements (Fig. 2). The largest
displacement was about 24m in the east southeast direction at MYGI just above the
hypocenter. This was more than four times
larger than the movement detected on land4.
Furthermore, the up/down components of
displacement at MYGI and MYGW, located
about 45km west of the epicenter, showed
opposite polarity. This indicates that the hinge
line corresponding to null displacement is
located on the east side of MYGW.

Such huge amounts of seafloor displacement
close to the focal region could not have been
anticipated from the terrestrial data acquired so
much further away. That our technique reveals
these unexpectedly large seafloor movements
demonstrates its unique contribution for
inferring a fault model of this event, as well as
for explaining the unprecedented magnitude of
the tsunami that was generated.
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‘‘

The largest
displacement was
about 24m. . .
This was more
than four times
larger than the
movement
detected on land.

’’
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AFREF: a common African geodetic reference system
By Hussein O. Farah, Regional Centre for Mapping of Resources for Development,
Nairobi, Kenya.

A common and
modern geodetic
reference system
for Africa from
which NMOs and
others will benefit
is the goal.
Hussein Farah
explains its aims,
organisation,
resources and how
it will be
implemented.

Below: Figure 1: The
Global network of IGS
Stations

A

frican countries have traditionally
maintained their own geodetic
reference systems inherited from the
colonial period, resulting in maps that do not
edge-match properly at the borders with
neighbouring countries. Apart from increasing
the potential for misunderstanding and
conflicts, this situation makes it difficult for
countries to share information and to work on
joint plans and projects. As we move towards
more regional integration, and adopt regional
approaches to peace and security,
environmental management, trade and
industry, we need maps that are continuous
across national boundaries.
This will become possible through the
establishment of a common geodetic
reference frame. The African Geodetic
Reference Frame (AFREF) was conceived as a
unified geodetic reference frame to be the
fundamental basis for national and regional
3D reference networks. It is expected to be
consistent and homogeneous with
International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF)
standards. When fully implemented, it will
consist of a network of permanent GNSS
stations, continuously operating or otherwise,
such that a user anywhere in Africa can have
free access to GNSS data and products and
will be, at most, 1000 km from such stations.
Its full implementation will include a unified
vertical datum and will support efforts to
establish a precise African geoid. The realisation
of AFREF has vast potential for geodesy,
mapping, surveying, geoinformation, natural
hazards mitigation, earth sciences, etc. Its
implementation will provide a major springboard
for the transfer and enhancement of skills and
knowledge in surveying, geodesy and especially
GNSS technologies and applications.

AFREF objectives
The objectives of AFREF are to:
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• Define a continental geodetic reference
frame for Africa
• Establish a precise and uniform African
geoid
• Establish permanent GNSS base stations
such that users have free access to GNSS
data and products from such stations
• Provide sustainable development for GNSS
and ICT technology transfer within the
continent
• Establish in-country expertise for implementation, operation, management, analysis and
presentation GNSS data and products.
The International GNNS Service (IGS) has
established a network of continuous GNSS
observation stations across the globe. GNSS
data is available free from the IGS website and
its data-processing centres. In Africa, there are
currently twenty-four (see Figure 1) IGS stations.
Most of the stations are distributed in
eastern and southern Africa and part of the
west African coastal region but the central
and northern part of Africa are not covered.
Densification of IGS networks with its
products in Africa is the first step toward the
realisation of AFREF.

Three phases
Following discussions at various forums
including the United Nations Economic
Commission of Africa (UNECA) Committee on
Development Information Science and
Technology (CODIST) meetings, the
implementation of AFREF will follow a three
phased approach:
Firstly, a framework of continuous
permanent GNSS base stations will be
established, which will become part of the
worldwide IGS network of stations. These
stations must comply with internationally
accepted standards as set out by IGS.
Secondly, the network of permanent base
stations will be densified, largely on a countryby-country basis, to determine the relationship
between the national geodetic systems and
the ITRF, and to refine the transformation
parameters necessary to relate the national
systems to ITRF. The densification may be
carried out by individual countries by way of
establishing GNSS networks through either
continuous or semi-continuous permanent
GNSS stations.
The third and equally important phase of
the project will be to address the development
of a more refined geoid model for Africa and
the definition of a common vertical datum for
the continent. The unification of national land

geodetic networks

Figure 2. Organisational
Structure of AFREF. CAFREF,
EAFREF etc. refer to Central
African, East African reference
frame implementation regions.
RCMRD is the Regional Centre
for Mapping of Resources and
Development, OACRS is the
African Organisation for
Cartography and Remote Sensing
and RECTAS is the Regional
Centre for Training in Aerospace
Surveys.

Technology
Advisory Group

levelling networks will follow from this. This
phase of the project can run parallel to the
two phases described above.
Countries will be expected to actively
participate in the planning, management and
execution of field campaigns, and in the
processing, computation and interpretation of
the observations in all phases of the project.
They will also be expected to maintain
electrical and communications facilities at the
continuous permanent stations, and arrange
for the delivery of requisite datasets to the
data centres.

The organisation
The organisation structure of AFREF is illustrated
in Figure 2. The steering committee is
nominated by CODIST, which is responsible for
the continental coordination of the
implementation of AFREF. It draws its
membership from the United Nations, Regional
Centres in surveys and mapping technologies,
IAG and the AFREF implementation regions. The
steering committee liaises with international
partners and a scientific advisory group and
links them to the regional bodies and countries.
Regional bodies dealing with surveys and
mapping disciplines including geo-information
are expected to coordinate the implementation
at regional level. Regional centres are expected
to provide the linkages between the steering
committee, regional working groups and
national survey & mapping organisations.
National mapping organisations (NMOs),
whose responsibility amongst others is the
establishment and maintenance of geodetic
networks, are expected to lead and coordinate
AFREF national implementation. NMOs should
be supported by other GNSS stakeholders
within the country. They are therefore expected
to form working groups with participation
from relevant public institutions and the private
sector including professional bodies such as
surveyors, engineers and geophysicists. GNSS
data users such as those in the transportation,
aviation, construction, natural resources

UNICA - CODIST
Chair plus representatives from:
CAFREF
EAFREF
NAFREF
SAFREF
WAFREF
IAG Submission 1.3d
HartRAO

OACRS

RCMRD

International Organisations
IAG
UNECA CODI
IGS
FIG
UNAVCO ISPRS
UNOOSA ICA

RECTAS

NMOs and
Prof bodies

NMOs and
Prof bodies

management and military should also be
incorporated into the working groups.
Personnel and institutional resources are
required at both national and regional levels.
This requires people well versed in the field
of geodesy and particularly in establishing,
manning, and processing of GNSS data and
products. AFREF participants will be expected
to use up-to-date positioning equipment,
mainly GNSS of appropriate precision for the
global network. This will include receivers
and other ancillary components. The
permanent computing stations will need
dedicated computers and storage peripherals
to hold the data. Software packages and
hardware are required for the processing of
GNSS data. In the second phase of AFREF,
software and expertise will be required for
the re-computation and adjustment of
national coordinate products to the new
reference system for surveying, mapping and
scientific communities. Communications and
network connectivity are essential
components for the successful
implementation of the reference network.
AFREF being part of the global network,
there will be constant need to upload and
download data to and from designated data
centres and IGS centres.

Call for participation
A call to participate invites organisations to
provide the resources to implement AFREF. The
participation is open to a broad range of
organisations such as NMOs, universities,
research organisations, GNSS hardware and
software vendors and the donor community.
UNECA was mandated to circulate the call for
participation to all prospective organisations
identified by the steering committee. So far
response has been received from twenty-eight
organisations.

NMOs and
Prof bodies

‘‘

...participants
will be expected
to use up-to-date
positioning
equipment,
mainly GNSS of
appropriate
precision. . .

’’

Workshops and training
The first technical workshop was held at the
University of Cape Town, South Africa in July
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2006. It drew participation from thirty African
countries. World-renowned scientists on GNSS
technologies attended and shared their
knowledge and experiences. Participants
discussed the modalities of the
implementation of AFREF, such as the setting
up of tracking stations, data analysis centres
and data holding centres.
Four AFREF and GNSS data-processing
training courses have been held at the
Regional Centre for Mapping of Resources for
Development (RCMRD), Kenya since 2006. The
objective of the courses was to equip
geodesists with practical skills in the
establishment and operation of continuously
operating reference stations (CORS).
Workshops were also held in Nigeria, Ghana,
Ethiopia and Egypt, which many geodesists
from Africa attended.

Installation guidelines for AFREF stations
The AFREF scientific advisory group prepared a
guideline document in January 2007, which
describes the necessary requirements and
procedures that should be considered by
participating organisations in order to qualify
their stations to be part of the AFREF network.
In line with the volunteer nature of
participation, and the current phase of the
AFREF project where the densification of the
network is a major objective, the use of many
strict rules is avoided. However, AFREF stations
must satisfy minimum standards in order to
ensure the quality of the entire network.
Figure 3: GNSS Stations in
Africa. Red triangles
indicate stations supplying
publicly available data.
Black triangles do not
supply data for public use.

AFREF website and Newsletter
UNECA was requested to create a web site for
AFREF. The website was created in May 2006
(http://geoinfo.uneca.org/afref). All papers and
presentations relating to AFREF and the call for
participation are available on the site. The idea
to have a quarterly newsletter was conceived at

the AFREF Steering Committee meeting held in
July 2006 in Cape Town. The objective of the
newsletter is to create a forum for discussions
and exchange of information and experiences
in the implementation of AFREF project. The
first edition of the Newsletter came out in
August 2006.

Data holding centres
Some data from the established base stations
is already being received by HartRAO data
Centre in South Africa and the International
GNSS Service (IGS). The AFREF Operational
Data Centre (ODC) for the collection and
dissemination of data from permanent GNSS
stations in Africa went live at the beginning of
June 2010. The Centre is operated by the
South African National Geospatial Information
Agency. GNSS data from all known stations
that provide data on an open and free basis to
users is collected and archived in the ODC.
The ODC provides a one-stop database from
which users can retrieve data. At present there
are about 50 stations throughout Africa that
contribute to the ODC (see Figure 3). The
address for the AFREF ODC is:
www.afrefdata.org. Data holding and analysis
centers are expected to be established by the
end of 2011.

Data processing centre
The AFREF programme has reached the stage
where a selected set of data must be
processed to provide a reference frame based
on ITRF to which users can base all projects
requiring a geospatial reference. NMOs in
Africa will be able to use the reference frame
to realise national reference frames
compatible with AFREF and, therefore, ITRF.
In addition, the reference frame must be
monitored and updated to provide a dynamic
reference frame with velocity vectors suitable
for scientific applications.
In the next three months a call for
participation will be sought from all
interested and capable organisations and
institutions in the processing and analysis of
GNSS data from the network of permanent
GNSS base stations in Africa for the
establishment of a uniform geodetic
reference frame to be compatible with the
ITRF. The areas of participation are:
processing and analysis of data from a
network of permanent GNSS base stations
together with the training and capacity
building of geodesists and surveyors from
African NMOs and universities; and the
development of continental and national
reference frames based on data from the
network of permanent GNSS base stations.
• This article is a shortened version of a paper
presented at the FIG Working Week 2011 in
Marrakech. For the full paper and references,
visit www.fig.net/2011. Contact:
farah@rcmrd.org
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Down under currents

Louis Armstrong: first trumpeter in space?

A
Our columnist has
been touring
during the last two
months. His travels
have taken him far
and wide, including
Sydney and to
Moscow, where he
championed the
first space traveller.

t my favourite museum the Australian
National Maritime Museum (ANMM) in
Darling Harbour Sydney we were
illuminated by lectures on the 100 years of the
Royal Australian Navy, Scott of the Antarctic’s
last expedition and Keith Smith’s incredible book
Mari Nawi - Aboriginal Odysseys, which details
the astonishing number of Australian aboriginals
who accompanied European voyages of
discovery since the First Settlement in 1788. On
another visit we were privileged to hear about
the latest acquisition of a copy of a De Freycinet
Atlas compiled from the Baudin Voyage of
Exploration in the South Seas around New
Holland in the late 1700s.

On the “John Oxley” and Spectacle Island
Once again we had the delight of cruising
twice on Sydney Harbour with the ANMM.
Aboard the historic ferry Regal we voyaged
out to the Sydney Heritage Fleet’s docks at
Rozelle to inspect the progress of the
restoration of the iron steamer John Oxley,
named after our third NSW Surveyor-General.
Then on another heritage craft we were given
a great guided tour of Spectacle Island’s
collection of old buildings and the marine
artifacts stored within some of them.

To Russia with love

Below: a mural at Moscow
Metro’s Kievskaya station
showing construction
personnel including a
woman surveyor.

Way back in my first DUC in 2002 I mentioned
some Russian keepsakes that I had received
from the delegates from that mysterious nation,
which was arising from its isolation behind the
Iron Curtain. Well, in July Kerima-Gae and I had
the distinct good fortune to finally travel to
Moscow to attend the two-yearly International
Conference on the History of Cartography run
by the philanthropic Imago Mundi Ltd and
hosted by the Russian State Library. Negotiating
the seemingly insurmountable language barrier
was well assisted by the brilliant young staff of
the library headed by Dr Ludmilla Zinchuk.
One of the UK’s
finest, in Tony Campbell,
was the spearhead
behind this superb and
most interesting
conference on mapping
history, which with
much aplomb tendered
to the many gifted and
undaunted surveyors
who provided the
measurements to
produce the amazing
charts highlighted by
the vast array of
speakers. This was

complemented by exciting exhibitions of
ancient charts which opened during the event
at the Pahskov Dom (Palace), State Historical
Museum and the Palace of the Oriental
Institute.
English speaking tourists are not provided
with much assistance in Moscow as there is no
Visitors Centre, no Tourist Office, only one ATM
with English instructions in the second largest
library in the world and no signage in languages
other than Russian, except if you want a “Coke”
or designer dress. Most fortunately for us, all of
the conference presentations were in English
with translations given at functions where
speeches were made in the local tongue. The
daily tours offered were with English guides and
the Saturday bus tour took us to the delightful
rural village of Pereslavl-Zalessky founded in
1152 by Prince Dogorusky (meaning literally
“long arm”) with a magnificent limestone
church erected in that year still standing.
Back in Moscow we viewed the imposing
Red Square, the Kremlin and St Basil’s
Cathedral built in 1532 with the very colourful
roof patterns so well renowned for the mystic
capital city. The brilliant Metro train system
was cheap, clean, reliable and magnificently
decorated, with the Kievskaya station
displaying colourful paintings of many careers
with particular attention to the one bearing
two men holding a plan and a young woman
standing behind the theodolite as can be seen
on the FIG website in the section devoted to
the Permanent International Institution for the
History of Surveying and Measurement.
On our departure I visited a crassly decorated
bar at the airport dedicated to the USA with US
flags draped around photos of “Babe” Ruth and
Barrack Obama. The unfortunate young
bartenders dressed in red and white striped
shirts resplendent in their straw boater hats
could barely scrape two words of English
together between them. Nevertheless one of
the cool young fellows bravely moved forward
to show off his storehouse of US history by
standing alongside the 60 centimetre model of
an Apollo 11 astronaut complete with NASA
badge on one arm and American flag on the
other. With a grin to rival a Cheshire cat he
proudly pointed to the statue and pronounced
“Louis Armstrong!” to which I replied: “Unless
that is the first Jazz trumpeter on the moon,
that is actually Louis’ cousin Neil!” I then
received excited attention when I gestured to
get rid of that ornament and replace it with a
figure of the local hero Yuri Gagarin on the
fiftieth anniversary of the first man into space
which whipped the crowd into a chant of “Gaga-rin, Ga-ga-rin !” Job well done Yuri.
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FIG overview

Testing InSAR, unifying datums, plotting oil spills, quakes & cadastres. . .

. . . it was all at FIG Marrakech and more
The recent FIG
working week heard
several papers that
should be of
significant interest
to surveyors.
Richard Groom
has delved into the
FIG website and
has come up with
nine papers worth
a closer look.
• The full texts of all the
papers presented at
Marrakech are available on

http://www.fig.net/fig2011/
Click on “Proceedings” to
see the “Technical
Programme and
Proceedings” and browse
for the session numbers
stated in this article. A .pdf
file can be downloaded by
clicking on “Paper”.

T

he FIG 2011 Working Week took place in
Marrakech, Morocco, between 18th and
22nd May. GW was not there but we
have searched the proceedings for articles that
could be of most interest to surveyors. These
are summarised below, whilst elsewhere in this
issue of GW, we publish an abridged version
of a paper on the African Geodetic Reference
System (AFREF).

Subsidence: InSAR against independent data
An article in TS03e by Maria João Henriques et al
entitled “Land Subsidence in Lisbon Area:
Validation of PsInSAR Results” caught my eye
because I do not recall ever having seen reports
of scientific testing of InSAR against
independent data. Their study covered a four
square kilometre area of Lisbon that, according
to InSAR observations, has been subsiding by
8mm per year. The researchers compared InSAR
data from ERS and EnviSat scenes with the data
from a continuously operating GNSS receiver
located in the area of subsidence and two lines
of precise levelling across the area. The study
demonstrates broad agreement between the
different techniques but, almost inevitably, the
dates of survey do not match up precisely and
the results suggest varying rates of subsidence.
An interesting study, nevertheless.

GPS speeds up cadastral surveying
Up to last year, 46% of properties in Indonesia
had been registered and the Indonesians see
GPS as an opportunity to drive the percentage
significantly higher. Hasanuddin Z. Abidin et al
presented “On the Use of GPS CORS for
Cadastral Survey in Indonesia” in TS03g. The
Indonesian National Coordinating Agency for
Surveys and Mapping (Bakosurtanal) has the
responsibility for national mapping and also for
establishing zero and first order geodetic
networks. They started with three continuously

Subsidence in
Lisbon. Map
showing the area
of subsidence
(shaded), level
lines running
through the area
(blue and yellow)
and a
continuously
operating GPS
station (FCUL).

operating reference stations (CORS) in 1999
and now operate 99. The National Land
Agency of Indonesia (BPN) breaks down the
GPS control to second and third order
networks using GPS. Third order points are
spaced on a rough 10km grid. This is further
broken down using traversing to produce a
2km grid of stations. Up to 2010, 75% and
7% respectively of the second and third order
networks had been completed. There is also a
fourth order network that yields stations at
100m to 150m intervals.
Using static techniques or RTK using a
nearby CORS as base station, surveyors can
either observe boundary points directly or, if
the sky view is inadequate, can establish GPS
stations in clear areas and then observe
boundary points by traversing.

Checking Google
Google Earth imagery is perhaps too readily
dismissed by surveyors as a toy, but just how
inaccurate is it? Kazimierz Becek and Ibrahim
Khairunnisa from Brunei Darussalam carried
out some tests which they presented in their
paper; “On the Positional Accuracy of the
Google Earth Imagery” in TS05i. There are
(approximately) 8235 airfield runways on the
planet which have coordinated runways. Of
these, the researchers selected 2000 spread
around the globe. They extracted the positions
of the airfields from a previous study and
entered the points into Google Earth. They
had previously used the same dataset to test
Shuttle Radar Topography Mission data. The
result was that around half the points they
compared fell within 50m, although in some
cases there were errors of over 1.5km.

Plotting oil spill plumes
The Gulf of Mexico oil spill disaster concentrated the minds of disaster planners around the
world. In Session TS06j, Olusegun Badejo
and Peter Nwilo, from Nigeria presented a
paper “Oil Spill Model for Oil Pollution
Control” that described their research into
modelling the path and spread of oil from
hypothetical spill points in the sea towards
and along the Nigerian coast. The effects
of the pollution on sensitive inter-tidal
habitats are also included in the study. The
modelling and mapping are stored in the
ArcGIS environment, which also includes
data on oil blocks, wells and bathymetry.

Unifying datums
To unify vertical datums requires
knowledge of the fundamental parameter
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FIG overview
W0, which defines the Gauss-Listing geoid.
Nadim Dayoub et al, presented a paper entitled
“The Geoid Geopotential Value for Unification of
Vertical Datums” in session TS07c. The
researchers use two methods. Firstly, on a
European scale, by studying sea level, mean
dynamic topography (the difference between
mean sea level and the geoid) and GNSS-level at
tide gauges, they determined the geodetic
coordinates of mean sea level. Then, by applying
the EGM2008 geoid model, they can determine
the geopotential value that defines the geoid at
each tide gauge. They used this to connect the
French, German and several UK vertical datums.
Secondly, at a global level, W0 can be
determined using mean sea level determined
through satellite altimetry, EGM2008 and
oceanographic mean dynamic topography
(ECCO-2). And the answer is 62636854.29 ±
0.5 m2s-2! Using this value the researchers
were able to determine the relationship
between the European datums and the
global height system.

A century of sea level rise in NZ
There was another fascinating article on sea level
in session TS07i. John Hannah et al presented
“Auckland: A Case Study in the Regional
Assessment of Long-Term Sea Level Change”.
Auckland is one of the few locations in the
southern hemisphere with a tide gauge record
extending over more than 100 years. The tide
gauge is also co-located with a continuously
operating GNSS receiver. The objective of the
research was to study sea level changes and use
that knowledge to estimate sea level over the
next 100 years. A graph of the Auckland tide
gauge data reveals a remarkably steady increase
in sea level of 1.5mm per year, which is then
increased to 1.8mm when taking into account
modelled isostatic readjustment. Superimposed
on this picture of rising sea level is a seasonal
variation of ± 40mm and equally fascinating
cycles caused by the Pacific Ocean El Niño –
Southern Oscillation (± 0.1m) and a longer
period Inter-decadal Pacific Oscillation (± 0.05m).
The study’s findings tie up with geological
evidence in New Zealand and Australia.

Where’s my control gone?
Staying down-under, Mark Smith et al gave a
fascinating paper in session TS08b on the
effects of the recent earthquakes in New
Zealand on the cadastral system in the
Christchurch area: “Re-establishment of
Cadastral Boundaries following the 2010
Earthquake in Canterbury, New Zealand”.
Readers will recall that in fact there were two
earthquakes. The first, with a magnitude of 7.1
on the Richter scale took place on 4th
September 2010 had its epicentre (more
accurately) at Darfield. This was the first
significant quake in New Zealand since 1931
and on that occasion, all the records were lost
in a fire so in September 2010, NZ surveyors
were working without the help of a precedent.

They set to work immediately, following a threepoint plan to find out what had happened to
the survey control system. An initial deformation
survey was undertaken of 70 control points in
the area suspected to have been most affected
by the quake and for which there were accurate
pre-earthquake coordinates.
Next, the survey was taken to a regional
level with a survey of a further 250 marks and
finally a geodetic survey of the local areas worst
affected by liquefaction and the fault rupture
itself. The surveys were at an advanced stage
when the second 6.8 magnitude earthquake hit
Christchurch itself on 22nd February 2011. This
set the work back to ‘square one’. The article is
fascinating and well worth reading in full. It
covers the rules for re-establishing boundaries
as well as the methods used to determine
ground movements.

Auckland is one
of the few
locations in the
southern
hemisphere with
a tide gauge
record extending
over more than
100 years.

‘‘

’’

MEMS testing: a cheap inertial tool?
Microelectromechanical Systems (MEMS) are
starting to appear everywhere. The most
obvious application is the device within some
smartphones that keeps the screen image
upright. MEMS are already used in low
performance IMUs. They are worth watching
because, should their performance improve,
they could turn IMUs into relatively inexpensive
everyday survey equipment. In Session TS09a
Charles Toth el al presented a paper entitled
“Reference Data Set for Performance Evaluation
of MEMS-based Integrated Navigation
Solutions”. The paper describes a series of tests
on a sample of MEMS sensors that were carried
out by a collaborative working group from the
IAG and FIG. It is well worth a quick read
through, particularly for those who are into
mobile laser scanning.

Locata under test
Finally, in TS08e Mazher Choudhury and Chris
Rizos presented a paper on “Locata”. This is a
positioning system invented by Locata
Corporation which provides position solutions
using a network, known as a “LocataNet” of
time synchronised “LocataLite” transceivers. The
transceivers can be installed almost anywhere in
order to optimise network geometry. When a
Locata receiver tracks four or more LocataLite
signals it can compute a millimetre-level precise
position completely independent of GPS.
One application for this technology is
deformation monitoring but there is a potential
problem because the Locata system operates in
the licence-free 2.4Ghz Industry Scientific and
Medical band, so other instruments using this
band may cause degradation of Locata’s
positioning. The authors carried out tests firstly
without interfering signals and then with
partial interference from WiFi signals. The
accuracy was affected by the interference but
in both interfered and non-interfered scenarios
Locata gave millimetre-level precision in the
horizontal and centimetre-level precision in the
vertical for all epochs.
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. . . should their
performance
improve, they
could turn IMUs
into relatively
inexpensive
everyday survey
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Legal Notes

‘If you can keep your head when all about you
Are losing theirs and blaming it on you. . . 1

. . . you are an Imperial Stormtrooper!
By Carl Calvert

An unusual case
involving Star
Wars’ props and
copyright attracts
our columnist’s
attention. But what
are its implications
for a universal
copyright law and
whose laws will
apply worldwide?

D

o Imperial Stormtroopers lose their
heads? Well, maybe, for their heads are
not sculptures they are, as the Star Wars
soldiers would be pleased to know,
‘utilitarian’. But following on from that comes
a legal nightmare as far as foreign copyright is
concerned.
When can English defendants be sued in
England for the infringement of a foreign
copyright? Alternatively, can the English court
exercise jurisdiction in a claim against
someone domiciled in England for
infringement of copyright committed outside
the European Union in breach of the copyright
law of that country? In other words is it
‘justiciable’?
The rule in Phillips v Eyre (1870) L.R.6 Q.B.1
was that copyright protection was only for
infringements of English law, which although,
in principle applicable, could not be applied:
s11 Private International Law (Miscellaneous
Provisions) Act 1995 has removed the grounds
for the rule in Phillips v Eyre.2 There remained
the issue of justicability until the Supreme
Court case of Lucasfilm Ltd & Ors v Ainsworth
& Anor [2011] UKSC 39 (27 July 2011). There
were two issues to resolve:
1. The definition of “sculpture” in the
Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988,
and, in particular, the correct approach to
three-dimensional objects that have both
an artistic purpose and a utilitarian
function;
2. Whether an English court may exercise
jurisdiction in a claim against persons
domiciled in England for infringement of
copyright committed outside the European
Union in breach of the copyright law of
that country.

‘‘

‘There is no
doubt that the
modern trend is
in favour of the
enforcement of
foreign intellectual
property rights’.

’’
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As to the facts, Lucasfilm owned the copyright
in the artistic works created for the Star Wars
films. Mr McQuarrie was the artist whose
paintings led to the design of the helmets and
armour of the Imperial Stormtroopers, whilst
Mr. Ainsworth, the Defendant, adapted the
designs so that he could make them by
vacuum moulding in his studio in Twickenham.
Lucasfilm obtained judgment in default of
Defence in the USA, for infringement of
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copyright and other causes of Action, resulting
in an injunction and an Order for damages of
$20m. They then brought proceedings in the
UK under a large number of causes of Action,
including infringement of copyright under
both English and US copyright laws in respect
of the same helmets and armour.
Without going into all the legal arguments,
it seems that the High Court held that not
every three-dimensional representation of a
concept qualifies as a sculpture. (I almost
refrained from mentioning Tate Britain and
almost succumbed to a view of some modern
three dimensional forms as beggaring belief but
then thought of Sir Jacob Epstein and Sir Henry
Moore who produced unique works of art.)

Utilitarian and no elephant test
Both the trial judge and the Court of Appeal
found that a Stormtrooper’s helmet was a
mixture of prop and costume and was not a
sculpture, it was ‘utilitarian’. Although Star
Wars was a work of art [WOT? No it ain't, it's
a film] the Stormtrooper helmet was not. The
Supreme Court was unenthusiastic about
employing the “elephant test” in the Court of
Appeal’s judgment (i.e. “knowing one when
you see it”). [‘The judge reads and hears the
evidence (often including expert evidence),
reads and listens to the advocates’
submissions, and takes what the Court of
Appeal rightly called a multi-factorial
approach. Moreover the judge has to give
reasons to explain his or her conclusions. The
judge did not err in law or reach an obviously
untenable conclusion’3]
The Court of Appeal had held that the
common law rule in British South Africa Co v
Companhia de Moçambique [1893] AC 602
that an English court had no jurisdiction to
entertain an action for the determination of
title to, or the right of possession of, foreign
land, or the recovery of damages for trespass
to such land, was an example of a general
principle which applied to claims for infringement of foreign intellectual property rights.
The Supreme Court concluded that,
provided there is a basis for in personam
jurisdiction over the defendant, an English
court does have jurisdiction to try a claim for
infringement of foreign copyright. Their
Lordships continued:

Legal Notes
‘There is no doubt that the modern trend is
in favour of the enforcement of foreign
intellectual property rights. First, article 22(4)
of the Brussels I Regulation only assigns
exclusive jurisdiction to the country where the
right originates in cases which are concerned
with registration or validity of rights which are
“required to be deposited or registered” and
does not apply to infringement actions in
which there is no issue as to validity. This can
rarely, if ever, apply to copyright. Second, the
Rome II Regulation also plainly envisages the
litigation of foreign intellectual property rights
and, third, the professional and academic
bodies which have considered the issue, the
American Law Institute and the Max Planck
Institute, clearly favour them, at any rate
where issues of validity are not engaged.’

law on which English judges have to decide? I
think so OBVIOUSLY. Signatory countries to
the Berne Convention on the International
Union for the Protection of Literary and
Artistic Works States have an interest in the
international recognition and enforcement of
their copyrights so perhaps there is a move
towards a universal copyright law. Which, on
the practical side will mean that lawyers in
whatever country the case is being tried will
be required to examine experts in another
country’s law and the judge will have to make
a judgment based on that. If the defendant
cannot afford to fly over a foreign lawyer to
give evidence to rebut the claimant's expert,
he is unlikely to succeed.
Looking further ahead that could mean
that it is the most prescriptive and proscriptive
copyright laws which will apply worldwide.

Calling all foreign experts
So what does all this mean? Professor Peter
Menell, the Director of the Berkerley Center
for Law and Technology gave evidence to the
High Court on US copyright law, stating his
opinion that the helmet design retained
copyright even after 30 years, because it was
not purely utilitarian and fell within a special
exception accorded to carnival masks. By
extrapolation does this mean that for every
case involving a non-EU copyright case there
must be experts called on foreign copyright

1. Kipling, 1910, Rewards and Fairies
2. Richard Fentiman,
http://www.jstor.org/stable/4508566
3. Per Lord Walker and Lord Collins

‘‘

The need to
consolidate our
laws in a
transparent way
so that they are
equally well
understood within
the EU would be a
good start.

’’

• Carl Calvert MA MSc PgDLaw FRICS CITP
MBCS, is the sole principal of Calvert
Consulting, specialising in Boundary litigation.
He also lectures part-time in GIS law.
www.calvertconsulting.co.uk
Email: carlcalvert@aol.com or 023 8086 4643.
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colouring point clouds

Colouring point clouds using HDR photography
By Ian Anderson, Director, 3D SiteScene Ltd and Neil Pollock, Metropolitan Police Service

The authors argue
that high dynamic
range photography
is the next step
forward in
translating point
clouds into realistic
imagery for heritage,
accident and crime
scenes and other
applications.

F

or many years we have all been wowed by
point cloud data from terrestrial laser
scanners and rightly so, as we have seen the
on-going development of scanning hardware
and the benefits this has brought to a wide
range of application areas. First generation
terrestrial laser scanning hardware generally
provided a good resolution point cloud, which
could be displayed with intensity (amplitude)
information, either as a grey scale or coloured
variant. The intensity is a representation of the
reflectance of the scanned surface and this form
of output was and continues to be a very
powerful means of displaying scan data,
providing sufficient information for further
interpretation and processing.

X Y Z , i , R G B. . . introducing colour

‘‘

. . . what we
thought on site
would have good
visual colour
impact does not
quite match our
expectations
when we view
the coloured
point cloud. . .

’’

As scanning hardware has developed and scan
speed and resolution has improved, colour
options have been introduced by many
manufacturers, generally in the form of a
camera embedded into the instrument, or by
the use of a conventional digital SLR camera
mounted on the scanner body. Both set-ups
were aimed at providing the same end result:
the ability to extract the Red Green Blue (RGB)
values from the photographic pixels and
applying them to the scan data to generate
coloured point clouds and for texturing of
meshes. The ability to generate these coloured
point clouds has provided new opportunities to
deliver data to our clients with greater visual
impact and has provided us with a further
selling point for the benefits of laser scanning.

Complications with cameras
However, with the use of photographic imagery

Above and centre: Figure 1a & 1b. Light
contrast between adjoining images.
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comes a range of potential pitfalls, which can
affect the quality of the image and ultimately
the visual effect of colouring the point cloud or
texturing the mesh. These constraints are simply
those associated with photography. They are
encountered every time a camera is used and
relate to contrast and light balance and the ability
to record a photographic image that represents
the scene as we see it with our eyes. Our eyes
have the ability to adapt to the vast ranges of
light within a scene, but camera sensors do not.
When taking photography from a scanner
set-up we are further constrained by the
location of the scanner. The requirement is
usually to collect complete 360° and
hemispherical photographic coverage in
environments which are often dark, have
significant light contrast and contain transient
objects. Also we typically set our cameras to
‘automatic’ mode and hit ‘go’, resulting in a
range of outputs: images that show loss of
detail in dark and bright areas, under and over
exposure, blurring due to transient objects
moving through the image (pedestrians,
vehicles) and significantly – different exposures
in overlapping and adjoining images
All of these photographic constraints we
then apply to our scan data to give us our
coloured point cloud or textured meshes. But
often, what we thought on site would have
good visual colour impact does not quite
match our expectations when we view the
coloured point cloud, with overly dark or light
areas, obvious exposure differences at the
joins between images and colouring of blurred
transient objects onto the point cloud. All of
which were not there when we scanned but
are now in the photography. The screenshots

Above: Figure 2. Overlapping images
contrast around scanner position.

colouring point clouds
in figures 1 and 2 show some of the effects of
colouring point cloud data.
The range of light within a scene is called
the dynamic range and includes the brightest
and darkest light readings, so if we can
capture this dynamic range photographically
we can resolve a number of the identified
issues with conventional photography.

What is HDR photography?
High Dynamic Range (HDR) photography is a
photographic method of capturing the
dynamic range of the scene being viewed.
Essentially this process requires photographs
to be taken of the scene at varying exposure
settings. Then, using tone mapping processes
a single image is created from the multiple
exposures that best represents the dynamic
range of the scene as viewed by the eye.
The resultant image can show detail within
the light and dark areas, improve the overall
exposure, remove or reduce glare, flaring
around edges and remove transient objects
(ghosting), so resolving a number of the issues
associated with using conventional
photography for colouring point cloud data.

Capturing HDR photography
Either digital SLR cameras or dedicated ‘Full
HDR’ cameras can be used to produce HDR
imagery for use with point clouds.
If using a digital SLR, the process is to
capture multiple images of the same scene by
changing the exposure setting for each image,
so perhaps taking five images of the same scene
with exposures at -4, -2, 0, +2 and +4. This
methodology works well for scenes that have a
range of light settings, but not an extreme
range, under which circumstances many more
exposures would be required. However, because
multiple images are taken of the same scene,
this does provide a good methodology for
removing ghosting from transient objects. Some
scanner manufacturers, who use scannermounted digital SLR cameras to provide the
photo capture, offer this method of HDR data
capture within the scanner operating software.
Otherwise the photography can be captured as
a separate exercise to the scanning.
The second option is a dedicated ‘Full HDR’
camera system, which captures by default the
full aperture step settings, and so will capture
imagery in scenes of extremes of lighting
across the full dynamic range and in scenes of
overall brightness or darkness.
The next step is to take our range of
images at different exposures and, using thirdparty software, tone map the images to create
a single image that better represents the scene
as we would have seen with our eyes.
As an example, figures 3, 4 and 5 represent
spherical photography taken within a covered
porch area, at a heritage site. In figure 3, a
single exposure which best shows the inside of
the porch area results in the outside areas
being significantly overexposed with flaring of

Top: Figure 3. - Overexposed image to show internal detail.
Above: Figure 4 - Underexposed image to show external detail
Below: Figure 5. Tone mapped image

light and colour and loss of detail around the
porch entrance. To provide outside detail the
interior now appears underexposed, as shown
in figure 4. By collecting imagery at a range of
exposures, these can be combined by tone
mapping to provide a single image (figure 5)
that shows both the internal and external
colour detail and better represents the scene
as seen by the eye during the survey.

How can HDR photography benefit
terrestrial scan data?
Our view is that the implementation of HDR
capability within the data capture process and
subsequent processing workflow should
represent the next significant development
within terrestrial laser scanning and could give
significant improvements to the photographic
data collected and presented for a broad range
of application areas. It would offer the
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‘‘

. . . an estimated
£1 billion a year
is lost to the
economy through
road closures and
traffic disruption.

’’
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opportunity to provide good quality colour
integration for tunnels and caves and for other
dark environments, which would currently use
intensity for viewing of the point cloud.
Heritage applications that require the point
cloud to represent a recording of the site and
its condition would benefit significantly from
improved point cloud colouring giving a much
truer representation of the site.
Architectural and building applications
would benefit, because the imagery would no
longer suffer from the effect of light on
facades, as shown in Figure 1. No longer
would we be asked questions such as: “Why is
one half of the building light and the other
dark? Is that what it’s really like on site?”

HDR photography, laser scanning and
forensic geomatics
An application area in which HDR
photography is already being used extensively
with significant benefit, is that of forensic
geomatics. Indeed, Roads Minister Mike
Penning has recently announced an
investment of £3 million into laser scanning
technology in order to help collision
investigators record accident scenes more
rapidly and therefore open roads more quickly.
It is said that an estimated £1 billion a year is
lost to the economy through road closures and
traffic disruption. In these times of austerity,
especially in the public sector, any technology
that can help save time and money whilst
maintaining the integrity and accuracy
displayed by laser scanning is a must.
It is within this area of geomatics that an HDR
coloured point cloud can play a unique and vital
role in police investigations – especially in court.
The high level of clarity produced by today’s laser
scanners is one of the reasons why presentation
of scan data to jurors in major trials is becoming
increasingly common. A well coloured and
presented point cloud or animation can eliminate
the need for a jury to visit a crime scene and
saves disruption to a trial, distress to jurors and
money for the taxpayer. However, it is the
accessibility of the data when presented in court
that is of paramount importance. Whilst the
readers of this magazine take point cloud data
and laser scanning for granted, the jury member
on the day may never have seen it before and as
such, the data put before them must be clear,
understandable and most importantly, look
realistic, and for this reason HDR imagery is vital.
Never has the saying “first impressions last”
been more pertinent. Paradoxically, one can
encounter the juror who has the taste for CSI
and does in fact expect to have quality digital
data presented to him. As such, the team
producing this data for court cannot afford to
have to explain why pavements are striped grey
and two halves of a building are in different
colours. Essentially, scan data in court needs to
reach a point where it needs no explanation.
Images such as those shown in Figures 1 and 2
will become unacceptable and the use of HDR
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will become a necessity.
Whilst a well presented court package is of
huge value, the clarity of data is obviously also
of great importance to the investigator. Crime
scenes are by their nature transient events and
with demand to open roads and return
properties to owners as quickly as possible, it
can often be the case that the surveyor on the
ground will have only one chance to collect
data. It is here once again that quality imagery
can be of enormous benefit. By capturing the
multiple exposures required for an HDR image,
the surveyor on the scene can be confident
that despite what can often be less than ideal
conditions, he will be able to effectively colour
his scan data. This can be important not only
for court presentations but also for further
investigation, such as blood spatter analysis or
bullet trajectory mapping where a coloured
point cloud can reveal so much more than a
cloud presented in grey scale or multi hue.
Although the benefits of being able to stitch
an HDR image to laser scan data are clear, the
reality is that the workflows required to create
the finished article are far from straightforward
and can at present be very disjointed. Whilst a
small, cheap panoramic camera bracket and
SLR camera can enable the creation of a
panoramic HDR image, one would still require
several pieces of software and some level of
expertise to create a quality coloured point
cloud. As well as scanner manufacturer’s
processing software, a good quality photo
manipulation package is also required.

Costs and benefits
In a marketplace driven more and more by
client expectations, and by us as surveyors
wishing to improve our deliverables and
further broaden the appetite and requirement
for laser scan data, the improvements to the
visual impact and clarity of the coloured point
cloud provided by HDR photography offers
significant benefits. The advantages already
seen within forensics can be applied to many
other application areas.
This process demands financial investment
in third-party photographic manipulation
software and in the development and
understanding of new skills related to HDR
photography. In addition, the capture of HDR
photography adds an extra step to the site
workflow as does the manipulation of the
images to create final tone mapped
photographs. All of which adds time and cost.
Will our clients be happy to carry these extra
costs on their projects? For some clients and
application areas we would say, yes; as the
benefits afforded by the use of HDR photography
will show significant benefits to the data and the
project. However, as with all technologies it does
not always fit all applications and the benefits
afforded by it are not appreciated by all. As with
all technical improvements, there will also be a
period of education both within the geomatics
industry and to our clients.

Overcurrents

Eskers, deconstructing jobs and
travellers’ tips
By Nick Day

A
Above: Two reliable rocks;
GW’s Overcurrents’
columnist poses by The
Matterhorn.

A little physical
geography plus
travel tips and an
update on
California’s high
speed rail project
are amongst our
columnist’s
ruminations this
month.

Below: seasoned traveller’s
tip – when in a new place
without a map, take a pic
of the town plan.

s I write this I’m on my annual pilgrimage
to Squaw Valley in the High Sierras. So
much snow over winter, spring and even
early summer allowed both snow and water
skiing over the July 4 Independence Day
weekend at Lake Tahoe. The season snow tally
was a staggering 300% of normal (nearly
800”), and many owners of two-storey
weekend homes could barely find them, let
alone get into them. Past years’ visits offered
me a chance to look into the wild and woolly
history of the area, including surveying and
engineering. This time geography provided the
stimulus for insight.
Towards the south west end of Lake Tahoe
lies Emerald Bay—well-named for the hue of its
water. Above the lake, and beside the
perimeter road (Hwy 89), Lower Eagle Falls
(6500 feet elevation) were cascading down like
never before. A somewhat strenuous hike
above the road took me to Upper Eagle Falls,
also spewing volumes of sparkly white water,
then Eagle Lake, the source for the waterfalls.
Eagle Lake is glacial, now fed by snowmelt
from the surrounding scree slopes. Looking
across Lake Tahoe from the falls’ trailhead, one
can clearly see an esker, typical of those in, say,
Finland. (An esker is a long sinuous ridge, made
up from deposits of fluvio-glacial material).
Driving further south down the winding road
you find yourself on the esker, and it struck me
as a sort of therapeutic metaphor for the
economic crisis we’re in today.
The ridge of the esker is just wide enough
for the road; swing too far left and you plunge
several hundred feet into the abyss, move to the
right and a similar fate awaits you. You are
figuratively, and almost literally, balancing on a
knife edge. What to do? Obviously, drive
carefully, in the centre, and with 100% focus on
the task at hand, and hope the car’s wheels
don’t fall off. If you make it, you’re safely at
South Tahoe, land of
casinos, where you can put
all your money on black,
and become incredibly
wealthy… or totally broke!
Does this ring a bell?

Deconstructing Jobs
The first venue on my
recent European trip was
GEO-11, where I chaired a
panel session on
“Scanning or Panning”
with old friends Chris Gray
and Simon Barnes,

together with Tony Rogers. I thought it was an
excellent and well-attended conference, and
over the two days, caught up with more
former colleagues, including Alan Haugh, Dave
Davies, and Alan Thunhurst.
The event was well written up in the
May/June issue of GW, so I won’t dwell.
However, I must comment on a really excellent
GIS-related presentation by Matt Pennells and
Luke Studden from Harrow Borough Council. It
wasn’t just the content, more the questions it
evoked and future implications. The gist of the
presentation was using GIS to deliver better
services and effect savings to a growing GI
aware citizenry. Whether you live in the UK or
USA, we’re all aware of the need to cut costs
and improve efficiency. But cuts mean job
losses, which mean less spending, and
therefore lower revenues for businesses. And
so the downward spiral begins. The presenters
showed us how, in one instance, knowledge
of exactly what the Borough owned in terms
of grass areas enabled them to determine that
cutting it no longer needed a crew of five, but
only one or two. So, bingo, three or four more
people join the growing unemployment lines.
The simple logic has been that these folks
will find jobs in other areas, but this doesn’t
pan out in reality where efficiencies are
trimming most areas of business. I put this
point to the presenters during question time,
asking if, with foreknowledge of these savings,
plans had been made to retrain employees in
advance for other opportunities within, or
outside, Borough employment. I realized many
years ago, and wrote about them in these
pages, the problems that would ensue from
the surveying community becoming so efficient
in reducing crew size and time to do jobs; and,
that unless we grew the pie, instead of
reducing it, we could be running in place at
warp speed just to keep up. Has that time
come? I recently heard a hi-tech guru and
visionary on American TV mention how the
Internet was yet to actually create any jobs,
but that it might do by 2020. Cutting costs
and jobs is easy to do; not so creating them
and/or increasing revenues. A case in point is
Greece, which in its rush to cut spending
quickly and drastically, is closing museums.
This, when they’re encouraging tourists to
return to Greece; those same tourists who
come for the museums! Strange logic indeed!

The Joys of Travelling and On-lineness!
David Einstein, in the San Francisco Chronicle
(Feb 8, 2010), noted that the i-Pad isn’t really
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Overcurrents
Naturally one can also use i-Pads, or Blackberrytype devices, but many users report limited, or
no service, in certain areas or countries.
Another trick I have learned, that doesn’t
seem to have caught on yet, is taking photos
of maps on boards when arriving in a new
town, especially if the Office of Tourism is
closed, which it often is. Then, if I get lost, I
check the map on the 3” screen of my
camera, and zoom in as necessary. Why not
simply ask the way, you say? Just try that in
rural Hungary or Poland!

Update on California High Speed Rail
Above: Emerald Bay and Lake Tahoe, with
part of esker in the background.
Right: Europe’s Eurostar. But will California’s
high-speed rail project get derailed?

a computer, but that most people don’t need
one anymore. Almost everything that once
required software can now be done on the
Internet. The Web is emerging as a one-stop
shop for viewing media—e-books,
newspapers, magazines, TV and movies. He
went on to say that PC makers saw the
writing on the wall and responded with
netbooks—shrunken laptops with 10” displays
and no CD/DVD drive—and that Steve Jobs
just took the concept to its next level.
When travelling for months at a time, as I
have been over the past five years, I can’t tell
you how much I rely on the Internet. I still have
to check and pay monthly bills, transfer money,
and make travel reservations. And, I must do
them online. This requires setting up ahead of
time, then taking care of at an internet café or
someone’s home PC. You also go paperless, as
you don’t really want paper bills arriving at
home when absent. You arrange for bill
notification by email, or know where and how
to access accounts on line. And, just in case
your laptop is stolen, crashes, or you mislay
your back-up memory stick containing sensitive
and important information (password list,
account numbers, etc—all encrypted/password
protected in a Word or Excel document), you
send yourself an email with files attached. That
way you can retrieve them from the ether
anywhere in the world. I also scan passports,
credit cards, and other critical data, and keep in
PDF format on a memory stick. Very few people
seem to think of this, and get in serious trouble
when they forget passwords, or have wallets
and/or passports stolen.
If you use proprietary software to track
income and expenses, such as Quicken; or an
annual taxes program, like Turbotax, their dot
com sites can safely and securely store your data
in the ether for pull-down anywhere you can
find a computer terminal with internet capability.
Not just the data is available, but usually the
operating programme, albeit often a “lite” version
that serves most needs while on the road.
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The Luddites are at it again! Pourquoi, you
ask? In the May/June 2010 issue of GW I gave
an overview of plans underway on this massive
project. I highlighted obstructions to many past
projects by various large companies, with my
usual dose of scepticism that the same would
happen again for high speed rail and/or cost
estimates would be wildly unrealistic. So, it
came as no surprise when I heard recently the
current state of affairs. First, the cost of laying
rail between Bakersfield and Merced, due to
start in 2012, would be an additional $6.8
billion. Yes, that’s billion with a capital B, and
just 165 miles of the 432 total between Los
Angeles and San Francisco.
Reporting in the San Francisco Chronicle
(Aug 3, 2011), Roger Christensen, a transit
advocate from LA, unearthed the latest ploys
of large companies to scotch the project. Not
wishing to attack the project directly, for fear
of a public backlash, they have funded socalled “independent” research by a “think
tank.” For those unfamiliar with US think
tanks, they could best be described as highly
politically charged institutions, where
malleable academics are well paid by special
interest groups to come up with answers they
want to hear. Logic, honesty, and ethical
values are not what think tanks are about, and
a child could blow holes in their reasoning. In
this case, the think tank is the Reason
Foundation, funded by Chevron, Exxon Mobil,
Shell Oil, the American Petroleum Institute,
Delta Airlines, and Koch Industries, etc. One
bogus item they report on is the inability of
any existing high speed train to cover the trip
in under three hours. Strange, considering the
TGV runs from Avignon to Paris, a distance of
430 miles and a trip I did last year, in 2 hrs 38
mins. Reason then go on to say that
Europeans are abandoning rail in favour of
driving and flying. While I’m sure these are on
the increase, high speed rail lines are currently
80% of market share. Just try getting a seat
when you want one. They always seem 100%
full when I try, unless booking well ahead. The
list of spurious reasons goes on. These, plus
the additional costs, have caused a state
assemblyman to ask for the overturn of a
bond issue, democratically voted for by
Californians. Don’t hold your breath on the
final outcome, but if past is prologue. . .
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